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Interpersonal relations·· ... the interactions of people with other 
people--is becoming an important area of research in probing cons'Ulller 
motivation, Pre-1940 literature reveals the over-statement of the 
importance of the mass media. However, this concept of the all= 
powerful media is changing, and media are being put in the proper 
perspective. 
This research explored the extent that cons'Ulllers were aware of 
being influenced by interpersonal contact and mass advertising in 
the purchase of three small, staple consumer products. The explora= 
tory study employed non-probability sampling of actual purchasers. 
A questionnaire was distributed to gather information about 
the motivational factors of the purchases ma.de in the retail outlet 
in T-a.h-3:equa-h, Oklahoma. An adequate response of 28.6 per cent was 
received from purchasers of the products==Aque.. Net Hair Sprayp 
Winston Cigarettes, and Fruit of the Loom HosieFJ. F:ruit of the 
Loom received the largest~, while Aqua Net and Winstons followedo ---------~--------. 
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THE PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES 
Relatively little is known in retail selling and marketing about 
what combination of factors causes a product purchase decision to be 
made, Past thinking of marketers and advertisers has placed 
considerable importance on mass advertising, Much research has been 
concentrated on message content, language, layout, and other properties 
of the advertisement, Impulse buying aids, packaging, and point-of-
purchase display material also have been extensively studied, These 
areas of research are important, 
Since the 1940rs, however, researchers have been considering the 
importance of another factor--interpersona.l relations, These personal 
-----·-----···-·--···· --·· .. . 
contacts and interactions with family, friends, and other reference 
groups, seemingly have been underestimated as influences on purchasing 
decisions, 
The fact that these influential relations exist has been known for 
some time, But, as new evidence suggests that they have a much higher 
degree of relevance than previously assumed, more and more behavioral 
research has delved into interpersonal influence, No doubt, the small 
independent business manager will be required in the future to make 
more economical use of his advertising expenditures, This study, which 
compares inter~er!_'?~~!--~~latl911s to ~!~ __ media __ !lc:ly~:rt:l,~_ing, was under-
.--
taken with the above requirement in mind, 
1 
This study was built around one research ques~ions Do interper-
sonal influenoes(an independent variable) play a major role in a 
person's decision (dependent variable) to buy the three consumer 
products designated by the researcher? It is fairly well established 
that people are motivated. by other people as,well as by advertising, 
2 
Th.a general objective of this study was.to determine the degree of 
difference between the impa.ot of inter~E!!"_~~nal _ con:~~-~~ and ~~s ~ver-
~~J..!lg.l! . Th.ere are limitations in attaining this general objective 
because there is no practical methodJof testing these ditferences 
directly. It was possible, however, to test the extent that consumers 
Jl!roeived the degree Gf influence of interpersonal contact and mass 
· advertising. 
~ . 
·. Therefore, the more specific objective was to, determine any 
difference in the btzy'er•s perception of advertising influence and 
pe:t"illliOnal influence. The objeeti·ve was to an$Wer the following 
queirtions s 
/ 
/ 1. Was the item an impulse purchase or had the customer made his 
decision before entering the store? 
2. How did the person initially learn about the product? 
Specific questions were designed to reveal the sources of product 
information. These sources were assumed to be an important factor in 
d.eter.mining ·the inf'luen~es on his d.ecisicim. 
3. If people wh0 'btzy'· a certain product. talk to other people about 
it 'be.fore they purcihase 1:t, who were the peo:ple? Were they relatives 0 
\friends 0 fellow w~rkertS, neighbors, club associatesg or others? 
4. What did the resp~ndent :perceive to be the most important 
intlttence :in his decision to btzy' the product? 
T}I.J.?'e<e type$i of' product.s were used f 0:r the analysis. A fourth was 
d1.s1Cla:rded beC11&U.$e of a poor estimate of anticipated sales during the 
· survey period o Pz·i~e fa~"tors were virtually eliminated o Only those 
proo:ur(:'rts were sele~t.ed in which the retail outlet carried competi-
SuCJh. a s'lt.udy is of particular interest to the writer, both as a 
<..">e:,,-.s,--ess 
mna~ment, student and as a. small business -f.$ti~~· manager. If' 
it is found 0 for example 9 that "influential persons" are major motivat-
e,p..,;") CV.: ,.,,. ,,.,, 
i:ng f~rJi;or:s of pur~ha.ses in the ©her-okee Coll.rlty, Oklahoma, trade area 
(l©(('Jttti~n it:J>f the :Jr'etail outlet used in this study), it would be helpful 
to knw what types of people they areo Such knowledge would be related 
·t© .future advertising s·trategy o 
For example 0 :from the retail manager/owner's point of view, types 
of' l©ieial advar,t~:is:ing @Q;lluld be in~orporated to insu,re that influential 
pelNll©l:t'.!.!ill re(C';e:lvad his sia.les lT.lessageo These people would then transmit 
the sales message to other potential consw:ri.ers. The cost of advertis-
Th:1$ type of advel!"t,irdng is pra1Citi~ed to ,~ome extent when 
selectivity is exer());isoo. in tl"ade jouma.ls and other selective mediao 
gieneral. gro·ap of' p~t,e¥it,ial ~onsmrie:r•s. The influential person.s et 
't~heteiei 11.rge:ir glf<.Ol11ps W'\('))WW."i bra :m:n~h mo:r.ie etf e((:'lti ve and eoonomical 
be u1ed t,©J mu~h betti!SJ:ii!" advarit,1.ge. Inertea.d of spe:Qding milli<0ns of 
d©ll&l'f:S wJ;th gieneral11ed me.di& 0 the advertising department oould 
4 
poseibl,y re@eive oomparable benefits. Advertising costs would be 
red.uced 0 pernd..tt:1ng a reduced cost et the pr~uct.whieh could be passed. 
on as savings to the retailer and eventually to the purchaser, 
Various kinds of appeals could be used to reach these influential 
persons, Donald F. Cox apparentl;y believes this approach could be 
,, 
effective. He elaborates on the suggestion by reporting• 
Some peeple er g?'IG)ups are more predispc,sed than others to be 
intluenced. by advertising for a pa.rtiow.ar product or brand. 
Within that group which is more predisposed toward a partic-
ular pr1i!ld:11et0 1Hrne individ"U&ls ar sub-groups will be more 
pred.ispesed to be in.f.lue:nced. by certain kinds of appeals, 
while 0trers will be predisposed. by different kinds of 
appeals. · 
Selective advertising strategy seems to b~ supported by much of 
the research evidence. This strategy is bas.ed on two key assumptions: 
J Advertising works primarily by reinforcing or etherwise 
&l'lting upon people already predisposed t,o act, The eleser 
the mat~h between the appeals used and the individual's pra-
dispii))Si tions O the more likely he is to expose hims.elf to 
the a.dvertisement 0 and to a.ct as desired. 
JA selective advertising campaign would not usuall;y rely on 
only one appeal ~r l!'llne type of media but would r·lln as many 
d.itti'llrent appeals in as :ma.:tl\Y di.ffel!l'ent media as were·. 
neceHary to ut,~h par·tif2ula> grll;l'a'Ps which. make up ·the 
potential market t@r a p:roduic·t;-.'lr1:, to t.~e point where ·this 
in~reased number of apl)!als :ma:x:imized the return on 
achrer't,ising inves·tment. 2 
1n@lnald F o Cox O llllCla.t&a f4':r Adverti,sing Strategists O ,v People II 
SoQ,.;letzo i!PS Ma!JI! Comm:[md©Js.ti.o:p.s (New York, 1964) 0 Po 380, 
2Ibido o Po 3850 
CHAPrER II 




The ©onveyance ©f ideas and co:mm:unication with other people has 
1been of interest sin~e the beginning of man o In more recent years O 
devel~ped and a~e being used ©n a large scale in idea comm·wiication. 
Exte:n!!l:ive res:ear.<Clh has been IO!~nducted in each of these mass mediao 
Content analysis 0 readership S1:ll'Veys 0 and other such examinations have 
t 
·I· 
·b,s, 10,cirri:~ide?><Sld is _(§l;icE,rp~_! i':,l(l) a giv·en :medium. 
I 
I,,..,,;,, aoow,ate figures, They •an orily esti!J)ate their listening and 









F'©:!r an advel'ti!Sling ('(1.ram:ani!Clati©:n to be potentially effeiotive 9 the 
exp©$ure must be su©h t,hat i·t exposes those persons who are potential 
conis'Wll.ers of' t.he e.dverlie:ed proo.u<Clt or serviceo 
This idea ¢f seleotive ogverage gives rise to the se~ond variable 
of' mass ~ommunil0lati.one= ... d.ifferen,1ia:t mediao The dif'f'e:ren·t ·types of 
media possess varying degrees of potential impact in conveying the 
advertising message. The most advantageous :m.ediU?r.10 within a budget 
CQ!!·tent is the third variable of potentialJ.3r effective communica-
tion. The langu,age 0 layout 0 and other physical characteristics of an 
a:nothe:r. 
\ @l&ll.'ll$id<arl1:1g t,h9!iil!B fj,(2l'1t,1:.i:rt'@o The ©pi;l.U©>l'!.$ o iei.t/iit,11d®IS o and villl'U!;lS ©if 
pa,rti@ului f':riend$ s,,nd f'am.i.ly :membe:t·IS a:re imp©irt,an:t o 
.,. "" N''r·· ".:, ,·,. ,.,. •· ~. '•·'N r._r, ... ·.~··","'.· ·~·"-,""" n .'=.·,.•''°',' ..• -:,,. ,t",f" ,i,,_,,1~."" "'UI•"''"'n+·, ··-·1' to; "'lg", 0"" ·r,'1·:c~,,,:~ W""'1" + '(.6'.n. J.";·~15l..1 ~..,~..i ~yt":i(Z.k_-~, 0 !.t"'.1w,,,,;l,1-....J;. v . ~r;\.Y ...,... ~.L 1;;;. ..._. ..L'-- - vv..1. ......... w 4 .... r. ....... _.,.. ..,_ 1;..; ..... _ 
19.50~ s v are d:rs:wing from the Decatur (Jll.) .. tudyl and other 
such ptrn.'H:,e:ir"i:ng studies :in in.terperso:nal :relations as thei basis f o:r 
fcrmul.ating hypotheses on the diffusion of information and its effects 
on the receivers. 
Hawtho:i:·ne, studies of Roeth1.sberger and Dickson made) a. ollil.ssic 
Jted11sc::,,:,y,srs rcrf the, "pri.ir.tary group'' as a ma.ss society phenomenon to be 
reckoi:".iis,d with @m.d they represented a significant contribution to :indus= 
trial sociology in 19J9.2 Since that time, advertising and marketing 
resear<.ihers ha.Ye been scratching at the surface of the relationship a 
After the,se various studies were circulated, marketing and media 
The e:r',a. sn.i.:rroundi.ng 1rforJ.d War· I was an era when an ovEn'Whs,L"J?,·~ 
::t':Ig !il!~t11<i',unt ,,f p:rest:i.gE) and power we:r.e att1"ibuted to the mass 
ra.edJ ... a. o Th.e:i:r' pcY~?er 1rra.s gr,eat o Ho111ever, e..ft,er t.h.e war a.x1\jl 
d:ixr.1.ng J?6:r:»:ic,d up tci t.hE1 Wci:d.d War II sv..:irvei;y-P m.o:r·,21 
scph:lst:lI::atE:o<d lt'€1;S•'::i,1tX'\-;;h w.t~s be;:ing developed wb.,?i:re,t;iy ::n:e..e:0, 
:moo.la wa1s d,st,s:1'."),11.J.7,.!:',d. to 'b.s neB.rJ.,y as powerful ,,;,s WEl,S 
'h,.,,f' "''ft''"' +: h ,.,. ··o;l~,f' ) r·..1,.,,...1..U.1\,·...,.. ,.11-.,.~.,1~. ,•o 
"v Pu 35 o 
~~1)t(). .E o i) \)~Th.eJ 
J~~~-· Ms§Jfo . . ¥WA. f:g~[!l!.J1:,~ic.§.tion (l'ifev,J :{o::::"ko 1966) v 
8 
The Hart,leys went on to say that several studies clear]y indicated 
that the mass media were ineffective in :ma.:ny instances. They told of 
one case in pa.rticm1ar in 1947-48 when a United Nations information 
campaign was conducted in Cincinnatio4 The campaign was to inform 
persons about the United Nations and how it worked. The results were 
discouraging. 
One=hundred-fifty radio spots were used per week for six monthsr 
nearly 60 9000 pieces of literature were distributed; and, almost 3,000 
clubs were reached by speakers supplied. by a speaker's bureau, The 
objeiCl'tive was to rea.ch 11 in one way or another, every adult among the 
1 01.55 0 000 residents in Cincinnati's retail trading zone. 
The National Opinion Research Center conducted a survey of local 
opinions and a:tti tudes toward the United ;Nations at the beginning and 
at the end of the six-months' period. The before-and-after scores 
remained almost the sam.e. The c,.unpaign had been a f a.ilure as far as 
i.n!Clreasing knowledge of the United Nations. This study, more than any 
icr!iher to date O pcd.nts ou:t t.he fa.1.lacy of equating exposure a.:nd e,ffecit 
of mass 1Co:mm:unica.tioms. 
Mass Media Prestige Decreases 
Th.e study which revealed the less:-'tha.J.1-expected deg:r•ee of impor= 
ta.n~a of mass media ~onoer.ned the 1940 Presidential Election Campa.ign.5 
It beorune cilear that news media had. only minute effect on voting 
de©i~ions. Researchers wanted to find out more about influence on 
de©ision=maki:ng. 
4Ibid. JKatz and Laza.rsf'eld 0 p. 31. 
9 
Elihu Mi.tz O oL'JLe of ·the pionee:rs in these c omm.unioatio1".l diff'11sion 
st-udies 0 said& 1ll\rJhat resaaroh t:m mass oomm.unicati011s has learned i..11 
its three de~ad,:=1s is th1&.t. t.he,i :m.1.ss media. are far less pe,tent than had 
been e:iq:ie©ted O ,t6 
K&tz S$1.id e. v&al!"i6l'ty ,of studies--with the possible exc:eption of 
studi.es of :marketing tGampaigris==indica:ted that people a.re nd~ easily 
persruaded to change their opinions and behavior. The search for the 
so'!Jll'oes of resistance to change 0 as well as for the effective so;uroes 
of influenl\'.:ie when changes do occur 9 led to the discoveey of the role of 
lhterperson.al p:r·ocesses a.re variables which "intervene'' be"twee11 
the campaign in the mass media and the individual who is the ultimate 









\ mass c:i,rrm.t1Lm:i1cat.:i.o:ns may r,s:.nge i:n iniportance f:r'O."'i'l. t.he ve:ry rr!...'b-:e,:r· to the 
~ery m;&j,rXfe' ~ d.ep<$ll:');cliJtJ:.g C!l!'i t.t·.e, l::iiEii.ia:ie1 $eit of so;;:dLal '1ra,lu,SJ$ ®Jed $1.''.::~i'.:;:r.d.;'·S 
"'---·-··--··· 
6~ 41~U" K·-,.,.;, ,:v, ,u-'; ~-'i'"'""•''"1r· ,,\' _ _,,.,,.j,_..r, ,,...·~ .. 
..L.!.,~1..~tJ~· ~"'-'&:i Ll \..,:U.:.1..i.r.i ... ~.t:,. ... .,Ji,.,~~1,S!.;i~...i....-.: • .l'.!..'l. 
Cctt~Y1::.~g&Jt1<j:=, ~,:t Tt#C) T!"11.dL1·,:1l.c..::1$.! P l·u 
:;i\(l)~~,i~; (New Y,n,:J."kv 1.96J.:;.) v p. 113. 
Rit:J~Q~~cX:1 ,1.:rti:l ·the Im.iG!.ge cdt S!~.1tdL(ttf1~jY8 
,~,Q,P,l~o §c;.9:t~·:.;y,o ~:..d, MiS.f:'.l":, .Q,);Z~,~X':.,i.<t.'1$,= 
10 
and habits of interpersonal communications in the society·~ Mendelsohn ')) 
~·and Dexter .. aptly n:iake-thiif-po!:nt i -. j 
We are not saying mass communications are never important or 
significant or influentials we are saying 'it is well to be 
cautious and to evaluate the whole social situation before 
attributing too much influence to one factor (mass communi-
cations) in a total social complex,' Nowadays 0 a great 
XYJ.a.rzy' people do overemphasi~e this one factor because mass 
communications are more visible (easier to watch and study) 
'than0 for instanoep interpersonal communications or collec-
tive self-imageso7 
Rex F. Ha.rlow 0 in his discussion of COIIIIll.unications and the public 
relations m.an 0 said that at best,, :mass co:mm.unication is only a substi-
tute for face-to-face communicationg 
The tools of mass comm.unication--the radio,, television 11 the 
printed wo:rkp the filmo and the like--a:re far disferent from. 
face-to-face contact, and not half as effective. 
Harlow says that most writers seem. to agree that the more personal 
the means of comm.unioati@n the more effective. Television is consid-
ered to be the most personal of the mediao The now classic Erie County 
voting study points out thats 
In cam.pa.rison with the formal media of communication0 
pers©nal relationships are potentially more influential 
for two reasonsg their coverage is greater a.nd they have 
certain psychological advantages over the formal media 0 9 
Most of the wr:ite:r,s implyg with substantial qualification, that 
personal contact.a are more easual and non-purpoaive than the formal 
· edia 0 and they a.re m©re flexible in c:o'Ul'ltering resistance. They can 
?:s:arold. MendelsoJ:in and Lewis .Anthomy Dexter, ,vsoCiiological Per-
e:pe('lti,ves on ·t.he Study of Mass Communication," People 9 Society0 and 
~ Coorm._J1.11i~atiJ,!'lS (New Y~rk 0 1964) 0 Po 29 o 
8 Rex Fo Ha~lw9 So©ial SQience in, Public Relatiol!! (New York0 
1957)() p. J6. 
9pa,ul, Fe Iazal';'sfeld 0 Bernard :&reJ.son0 and Hazel Gaudet 9 T'ne 
People 0 s Choi£2, (New York 0 1948) 0 Po 1.50, 
11 
1-r~dG more de~ira~~e regard~ for compliance and they offer reliance 
and trust in an intimate source. They oan persuade without convincing • 
..: 
In genera.1 0 it appears that most of these writers agree that the 
I 
influence or eommunications on public opinion varies with the nature of 
the eomrrnmicationo And 9 t.hey also seem to agree that the more personal 
the commu.nication9 the more effective it is in converting opinionso 
This means that0 other things being equal9~personal conversations are 
the most effective 9 followed by television', radio~ and the printed 
messages 9 respectiveJ.;y. 
· ---··--·Bernard- Berelson 9 co-author of The People's Choice 11 has said that 
some kinds of comm.unicat.i.on on some ldnds pf is.sues, brought to the 
attention of some kinds of people under some ldnds of conditionsp have 
some kinds of effects. 10 
Social Inte:r·course Participation 
Most of these opinions suggest also that the greater the partici-
pation by a person in the var1.ous forms of social interoourse 0 the 
more likel;y he will be to develop opinions and attitudes based on 
these social o~ntaetso An individual's opinions are formed in the 
oontext of his formal and informal group associations. The need to 
conform to the opinions of his assotCliat.es and of favored gr·oups is an 
The varl.ou.1 si0i~ial interci0·urse forms mentioned above have varying 
degrees of parti(O)ipa:ti(('.l):no For example 0 in,. the course of personal con ... 
versationsi" the sense of social parti.cipation probably reaches its 
10:Ber.na:rd fureleio:o. 9 °°Col1It11unications and Public Opinion 0 ' 0 !1!!!. 
.f!Jl.Irfilltll,1.l,q_~ t*pns ( Urba.:t1ia" 1949) o p. 500. 
J2 
peak. Her® the ind:lvid:ual is usually obliged 0 and is generally w:illir1g 
to contribute 0 as well as respo:ndo The. relationship is circular 0 
A more :int::\l:mate exchange of ideas can take place in the environ-
ment of a conversationo An individual is more receptive to new ideas 
and changes when he is talking to someone or a group with whom he 
confideiso 
Eugene and Ruth Hartley used the term. "feedback" in their article,, 
"The Iiaportance and Nature of Col1I!llunication," to explain the reactions 
of the se~ond party to a conversations 
The feedback is cf critical importance in testing the success 
of any attempt at communication" for only by some such device 
is it possible to observe the effect. If the communicator 
is face-to-face with the communicant, it is possible for 
him to judge the s~ocess of the communication by the 
ls;!::,"ter 0 s rea©t,ion.11 . 
A m~re fonnal discussion group would be a second group with a 
great deal of pa.rti©'ipationo Ideas are exchanged with an opportunity 
fcir pursuing one p©:1:nt or learning more about a particular subject o 
Ideas cir<CJulate freely in th.is type of group o A disadvantage t.o 
effective parti©ipat1~n9 however 0 is trJ&t the intimacy cf the personal 
Cant~.ll and Al.1pt)lr't 9 in their a1•'ticle 9 "Radio and Other Fo:rms of 
u Ha:.rtley and Ha:t>t,ley 9 Po 22 o 
o:ne12 At!J ©ne ({;;Ja,n see, most of the printed mass media a.re lower on the 
list because they permit the least amount of participation. 
Two=S'tep Flow Theory 
Katz and Lazar~feld 9 as a result of their Decatur study, conclude 
that persons can be looked upon as another.medium of mass comm.unicatia::1o 
They surmnarlze thats 
1. Personal influence is a more significant factor--.cnore 
fl"equent and more effectivei-than influence stennn:mg 
from the mass media. ffhe study revealed that advice, 
suggestion$ 0 and influence stem.ming from other people 
are very iJ:aportant;J 
2. Opinion leaders a.re very much like the people they 
:i:nfiuence. These opinion leaders and the resulting 
two ... step flow of information suggested by Katz stem 
from the Decatur studies.13 In :marketing, fashions, 
and movie de~isions 0 women influence women. The 
1:nfluerxM .. al per.sen and the one influenced usually share 
the same rung on the s~cio=economic ladd~r._ People are 
:mc::P&rt. o,ft;,en influen~ed by their status equals rather 
than by pEirsc,ns v°higher up o vv [rhe opinion leader and 
the twe=s:tep flow will be disl!:'$ussed later;} 
3. Th. publl.~ affairs decisions 0 :m1:.m 0' especda.lly husbands 0 
play a xnaj©Jl" part.. 
4 0 Marketing leaders ay,,e concentrated among marrl.ed women 
of middle age with co:m.pa.rati·vely large farr.dlies o 
l2Hadley C~n:t:t>il and Gord.on We .Allpo1-t. 0 ''Radio and O"~her Forms of 
Sol(l:ial Parti<illipa:ti©in0 vo Mass C(Clm.mun.icat.i.ons (Urba.na 0 1949) 0 p. 330. 
13Buii@al.ly O the tw101=1srt.ep flow ,of oorrmn.mica.tion, as exph:lned by 
Katz a1".ld Laza:rrsf\Sild. in Perai;')..;'t'li!! Influence~ po 32 , is that ideas often 
seam to flmr from rad.it, and prln:t to opinion leaders and. f:r'om them to 
the lea!is atltive ~ecti~ns of the population. The opinion leaders are 
n@t, t,© be a gr@up set ap.art O but @an best be thought of as gr·e1up mem= 
bars playing a key @ommuni@atiitms roile. Opinion leadership is an 
integral part, of "t:he give=md···t.a.ke of everyday personal :relatii0nshipel. 
The opinion lead.er re@ed. vee ~ommunica.tion from the mass media and then 
inf.©ms ©ther per~©:ns thr@u.gh peri!iemal oonver1.u1.tions and e,t,her 
persoo.al rell:ti.roneih.ipei. 
5. Fashi~n leaders tend to be quite young and highly 
gregarioue. 
6. Opinion leaders al"e more exposed to mass media influence 
tha.~ non-leaders. In such realms, opinion leaders a.re 
.P.!!iU''ti~ularl;y likel;y to be exposed to mass media influ-· 
en©e appropriate to that realm. Thus movie leaders are 
more likely t© read movie magazines. 
7. Tu many realm.Sp there would seem to be a two-step flow 
of co:mm.u:nications--from the media to opinion leaders 
and fl"'Om opinion leaders to others wit~ whom they are 
in cont.act. 
8. The overlap in leadership is very slight. A woman who 
is a leader in one realm is not at all·likely to be 
influent,ial in another .14 . 
14 
The Katz hypothesis of the two-step flow of communication could 
still be further generalized. Dexter and White, in People, Society, 
and ~ Co:mmunicat1ons 9 says , "In reality, most innovations and most 
efforts to influewc:ie behavior are adopted only after they have been 
interpreted and so©ially validated for particular groups and cla.sses.1.5 
In :most ©~136$ 9 it appears that i:n:terpretat:ion and validation take 
Thil!l theozy of a. t:wo=step fl.ow has lieen m.et with reserved skepti= 
~ism from Paul ~r. Deut.sdb.mann and Wayne A. Danielson in their artiole 11 
14Ha.r,1~11 Po 39. 
15r..ewis Ar.tthon;v Dexter and David. Marming Whitis II 
~4 Ma~~ Q,~t;i;t'.:\(!;Ji,j'.~_on,! (New York 11 1964) 11 P• 15. 
The two writers c:oncludeds qWe would urge that the Kat2.-
Lazarsfeld two-stage flow hypothesis 0 as a description of the initial 
information p~ocess 0 be applied to mass c0Illl1lunication with caution and 
qua.lificationo vu16 
They based "their conclusion on their findings that initial mass 
media information on important events goes directly to people on the 
whole and is not relayed to any great extento Very similar findings 
were obtained in two mol"e recent studies of political-campaign communi-
cation conduGted by Deutschmanno17 
Everett Mo Rogers 0 in Diffusion of Innovations, cites one study 
in which two=thirds of the respondents attribut~d their awareness to 
mass media 0 as opposed to face-to-face communication.18 About one-
half of them credited media with :increasing their comprehension of the 
topic. 
On the othe~ ha.nd. 0 face-t©-face c0Illl1lunication was credited more 
often than media as the primary influence.on the respondents 0 attitudes 
and behaviior regarding the 1:nntova:tiono 
It w©u.ld appear fr©m these findings that 0 at least for learning 
ef'fe~ts 9 there is a mie-step .f'low of col11Illunication O direct from the 
16pa;ru. J. Deu:ts~h.mann a.nd Wa.yne Ao Danielson.0 "Diffttsi,cm of Know-
ledge of the Majo:ir News Str0ey 0 v0 J~~·urnalism Quarterly 0 37 (1960) 0 · 
PPo 345.,.3.5.5 o 
l7Ibid. 
18Everet,t M. Rogers 9 Diffusion~ Innovations (New York 9 1962) 0 
pp. 98-102. 
T:t>old.ahl s'Ul'1'.llises that s 00The tw((}) ... step flow hypothesis seems more 
adequatei as a des<i:rlpt.i~n of the flow of media influence on beliefs and 
beha;vi©r. The De~d,'l.ll" study yielded considerable evidence that a. two-
s'tep flow of i:n.fluenoe ©n belief's and behavior exists. 1019 
In the Deutei~h1'na.nn studies O media exposure was found to induce 
dis~US$ion wt.doh is a prerequisite 0 of course 0 for a second-flow of 
ieommuni~a;tiion. 20 
Fa@"t.ors in Effective Advertising 
Neil H. B©rden0 professor of advertising in the graduate school 
of busi.'r!ess admir.isrtra:ticm at Ha.rva.rd. 0 theorized thats "Advertising 0 
by itself 0 serves not so mu~h to increase demand for a product as to 
speed up the expansion of a demand that would come from favoring con-
dition1S 9 or t,o,retaro a.dvesrse demand trends due to unfavorable 
conditions. ov21 
19verl.:ing c. Troldahl. 0 10A Field Test of a. Modified 0 Two-Step Flow 
©f Comm.urli©1:ti an° Modrsl O qo · !h!, Publ.'iq, Opinion Quarte:r>lY:,0 30 (1966) 0 
Po 611. 
20neuteitihni..a:nn and Dar.1.iels©no PPo 345=3.550 
21N~il 'Ho oo:tdel'lo 00T.he Erctor.t©mi© Ef'fe@ts of' Advertisi11g O 0~ ~s.s 
C©".m:m.uni@~~o.ps: (Urba.n~ 0 1949) o Po 186. 
l? 
operating. An exar11ple of this would be when industry is expa,nding. 
An.other f,i.u:rtior is when the c:ompanyws prod:uc:ts provide large chan~e for 
Pt>oou@·t d.ifferentiation 0 &:rd.en says 0 provides the opportunity 
fo:r· i:nfl:u.eniClin.g c:on,!.rumers to prefer one brand to another brand. 
Advertising pr,J,rid1es the means for pointing out to consumers the 
signi.fi<C;ance of different.ia ting qua.li ties. 22 
A "third factor influencing the effectiveness of advertising is 
the relative i:rriportarn:ie to the consumer of hidden' qualities of the 
p:r:000:u@t,s: as contrasted with external qualities which can be seen and 
appreciated. These extern.al c:haracrteristics ( color O size O etc. ) often 
are 1110:re important to a beyer than are hidden product qualities which 
may be associated nth a sellervs trade-mark. Thereby 9 there is a 
relat.ive,ly simll u!:le ©f advertising to influence the demand for the 
Al:though th.ese fl'li:v\())J'able Cl©nditio:ns exist in a great many c,iases 9 
22·rbi'l p·n 18''? ") QI) · • , CU,op .J:'• ,., 1=..!"V,;,o 
~eported more exposu:r,e t~ personal a.cl.vice than to advertisements; and 0 
isec:~nd. 0 anmng t,hose exposed to each source 0 the "most import,ant 
i:nfluem::e 00 was more often attrlbuted to people than to formal a.dver-
tise:mentiso23 
Although research is sketchy on personal influence in product 
market,i.ng 0 it is fairly clear that it is beneficial to have the right 
people saying the right things about one 0 s product • 
.An individual 9 s attitudes and predispositions are an important 
fa~toro Some people or groups are more predisposed than others to be 
influen~ed by advertising for a particular product or brand. Within 
that group which is more predisposed toward a particular product 0 some 
individuals or sub-groups will be more predisposed to be influenced by 
certain kinds of appeals 0 while others will be predisposed by differ-
ent kinds of appeals. 
T'he .fi@llitming ~a what Do:nald Cox. 0 author of "Clues for Advertis-
ing St:t'atl9gi$ltl!l O 10 believes t©> be the three groups of factors wb..ich 
:1.r.ttl:'ll?"&«:ffc t© aka si.n i11div:i.d:ual more (Qll" less predisposed to be influ"" 
en@ed b-.r &'llY' p1.1•ti@u.la.r \Cl00ll.'tl.illni!Cl1a:t.i~m (1) the physical md eC1cOJ:·w·mic 
reality whi©h an individual experlen\Cles 0 (2) his personality 0 and 
(3) the s~~ial envir©nment in w'hich he lives.24 
As studies of pers<,mality a.dvance 0 Cox beqieves that one shlOuld 
expect to see a great ma:riy :rru:ire relationships revealed between person-
ality va?>iablee: ar.id predispositi©ns to be influenced by <'Jert.ain kinds 
23Ibide 
24C©Jeo Po 382 
J9 
of appealso The real d.if'f'i!Oiulty at the present time seems to be the 
·, 
la@k of reliable and useful tests for measuring individual personality 
differen~eso 
Cox sruggest$ that advertising works with and through various medi-
ating factors such as audience predispositions and personal influenceg 
00 I would argue that changing a person's attitudes or behavior (as 
opposed to reinforcing present attitudes or activating those already 
pred.isposed.) is beyond the scope of most advertising. n25 
Ebcceptions to this suggestion would be when the attitude or 
behavior imrolved is of little importance to t};l.e individual. People 
to whom it makes little difference which brands of hosiery they use 
are more likely to be influenced to switch brands by hosiery advertis-
ing. A sei::.:ond exception would be when the mediating factors 
(predisp©isitions a.11d personal influence) are :inoperativeo People may 
be influen@ed di:r-etrt];y· by the advertising for a new product be©ausa 
they have not formed attitudes which would predispose them against the 
The final exception w©uld be when these·mediating factors-=whi.oh 
frlends begin. btzy':ing color television sets O he is more likely to be 
If thee:e contenti©rll':! are realistie 0 Cox theorizes it woold then 
appear that a :i:n.aj©:r i'tm<crtii01n cf effective adve;irtisdng is t© 00sele©t~0 
pe@ple wh© are al?>®l&d,.y p~dis:p©sed t,([) btzy- a product, and present them 
20 
with ,!!l!,ppe,:eJ,1s (app:r'op:riate to the types of potential customer.:s) which 
1We have learned over the ls.st dee;~de 
empirical evidenc~ available--that some of the most effective radio 
frrve1ve the presemce of planned listening groups rather 
2 ,. 
,-l, ,r,'4'·~ ., .. ., ,+,,,·~, 1 "'' !ll' b 
...i...-,;,"-A.<4 \f ,J!., ....... 1,4~ ........... 0 




ooxlll'i11.:lnica.tions in opinion info:rn:va:tion. It was concluded from these 
studies that persons should be looked upon as another medium of mass 
eonnnunicationso The interpersonal relations of people with their 
friends 9 their families 9 and the many other informal groups with which 
they associate were taking on added significance in the conveyance of 
ideas. 
The studies suggest that to stimulate aotion, mass media exhorta-
tions need to be coupled with the organization of faee-to-faoe 
leadership. 
It is the opinion of some oolllil1u.nications personnel that research 
is tending progressively to concentrate on micro systems rather than 
macro systems, such as the entire .American society. The fact that 
research is currently focused on informal oo:mmunioations does not, of 
oourse 9 prove the importance of this i;:qpe.of communication in American 
socierty a.rzy mlCire than t~he absence of such . research proved the lack of 
importance in the pre-war period, 
Alsou researchers pred~ct that personality research is going to 
take on new emphasis. This new emphasis will be through a thorough 
examination of the types of persons and which personality type can be 
influenced best by which appeals through which kinds of media channelso 
Rare)Jr does one notice advertisers making use of selective adver-
tising; ioeo 9 the use of different appeals about the same product to 
diffe:r0ent segments of the market. As men"'cioned earlier, research to 
da:te ~learl;y suggests that the possibility of making greater use of 
sele@tive adverti£lling is well worth investiga:t.ing for many companies. 
Another conclusion was noted by Johns. Coulson, vice-president in 
charge of research at the Leo Burnett Company, in an address to the 
Chicago chapter of AMJ\.. 0 April 70 1966. 
Coulson SUJm11.arized the role of research by saying that it should 
provide a framework for thinking more logically about marketing prob-
lems 0 and 0 it should provide facts an4 information which bear on or 
buttress a marketing decision. He concluded that there are three basic 
parts to the research job: (1) gaining a clear and explicit under-
standing of the problem to be studied, (2) conducting the research, 
and (3) presenting a specific and concrete point of view about the 
implications of the study for the decision to be made, 
"It has been n:w observation," he.said, "that as a group, we spend 
far too little time and give far too little attention to points one 
and three and relatively too much tim~ to conducting the research 
itselfo We are ove:r""'emphasizing accuracy at the expense of 
releva.nce. 1127 
27Address.by Johns. Coulson.to Chicago. Chapter of American 
Marketing Association, Chicago, April 7, 1966, 
CHAP'l'ER 'IJ:I 
FtESEA.Rc:a:, ME1Hoo6too± AND DEMOGRAPHIC 
ANALYSIS OF RESPONDENTS 
A questionnaire survey was conducted in a downtown variety store 
in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, a small college town of about 13,000 popula-
tion. 
The writer is a partner and manager of the independent store, 
Shopper's Town. It is one of two variety stores in the. town and con-
tains 4,400 square feet of floor space. It is located in an "ideal" 
downtown locatione 
The store's trade area consists of Cherokee Countyg a low income, 
agricultural, tourist 0 and college com:mi.mity of about 201,000 population; 
and 0 parts of Adair County: a low income agricu1tural county. Both 
cou:n.ties and the surrounding area have a relatively large percentage 
of under-privileged and under-educated persons, :many of ;whom are ,, 
welfare recipientso Cherokee County's Indian population is more than 
17·per cent. 
Northeastern State College comprises about 45 per cent of 
Tahlequah 0·s population. Most of the 59700 students are of· ages 18 
th.rough 21. 
Shopper 0s Town's clientele comp;rises college students, small town 
locals, and some Indians. It is a relative]Jr new store and is still 





~ A mail questionnaire was 1JSed primar:I.J;y because ar oonvenienoe and 
/the lack of time available by the manager for more personal methods 
·/ such as the focused interview. The questionnaire was formulated with 
eight basic questions and was supplemented by a oover letter explain-
ing that the store was conducting research in hopes of improving 
service and selection.1 It was signed by the manager and given to each 
I purchaser of four selected products along with a store-addressed, 
\ stamped envelope. 
\ F.aoh cashier was thoroughly instructed to give every purchaser of 
Aqua Net Hair Spray9 Winston Cigarettes, Fruit of the Loom Hosiery 
(referred to as rthosiery" throughout this study), ~ and 
Clark0 s Wool Yarn a questionnaire and ask the customer to cooperate 
by answering the questions and returning the form. The cashier was 
to complete the sale and money transaction first. Special tags were 
placed on each product to help t,he cashier remember to give out the 
Products Selected 
7;_'-'?v 
~tq questionnaires were prepared for ea~h of the f©ur products. 
All--were · distrfbuted except -those. -:f'or -Go"l:t'.tf mrd C:lark0 s ·Yam. A 
~soalculation was made concerning the anticipated sales of the yarn 
during the four=week study period. 9 October 23 through November 180 
1967. An insufficient number of yarn questionnaires were distributed 
~ee Appendix A. 
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to obtain 1:1, 1'."e~,ponsc~ comparable to the other three products, Therefore 
the survey only conce:rened three products g Aqua Netp Winston, and 
Fruit of the Loom Hosiery, 
The three were ohosen because they represented highly different 
types of products with a high turnover :rate, The variety was desirable 
to see if there were substantially different types of influence for 
different products, 
1.<vinston cigarettes was the only survey item commonly purchased by 
men. The lack of male-oriented products in the survey was a result of 
the high p-3rcentage of women shoppers who normally patronize the store, 
Aqua Net and hosiery were products which would produce enough sales 
during the survey period to allow a reasonably broad accidental 
sa:mple2 to be obtained. 
Aqua Net was priced at 67 cents, along with six comparable 
and Plaire. All cans weighed about 13 ounces 0 except Plaire 0 a 
promotional can weighing 21 ounces. No special displays or other 
point=of-pur~hase mate:.:'ials were used for Aqua Net. 
Winston cigarettes v reg-cu.ar :size and 100' s O were priced a.t .30 
cents a pac:k 0 .5 ((;lents below list price. Competitive brands wel'.·e: 
("'"'-~. ",> 
\~J:'he geneiral problem in this study was to find out something about 
motives to buy certain p:r··ioducts~-motives that may not have been obvious 
to the re.sp©irl<illnts ·theim~elves. In. this type of expJ.©l"a'wzy study O 
investigators frequently have been quite satisfied with small 9 a.cci= 
dental si&w1p;les. Selltiz O et, al. (April O 1963) present a thorClugh 
dizcussion ,,)f pre©eder.d:,s set with s:pec,ial applications of m,:nproba.-
bility ~ampling (pp. 537=545). 
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Crunel 0 Lucky Str:tke~ Salem 0 Belair, Kool, Pall Ma.11 0 Marlboroo 
Chesterfield 0 1 & M0 Raleigh 0 Tareyton, and Viceroy. All were located 
near the cash register and were self-service. Each brand was priced 
at JO cents. 
Fruit of the Loom nylon hosiery was prepriced two pairs for 99 
cents in a single package. The hosiery was available in shadow and 
cinnamon colors.) Cannon hosiery was available at one dollar per pair 
I 
; 
and Fruit of the Loom hosiery for 79 cents. Fishnet hose in assorted 
colors was in stock at one dollar per pair. 
All factors were kept as near constant as possible to avoid 
complicating the research and projecting unwanted variables into the 
study. For example, the products were not moved from one location to 
another during the survey period. Ordinarily, this is done to some 
products to promote or feature them and stimulate sales. When this is 




There were -:1:§Q questionnaires distributed. The first ..,.e- customers 
pur~hasing ea<Gh of the proo.ucts after October 23 were given a question-
3{) °\. 
naire. Of these ±:5(J-9 4' were returned, This is a response of 28.6 per 
2 ''(.' 
cent. Aqua Net received 13 replies for a-2-6 per cent response. 
~ ~ 
Winston had only l-1" questionnaires returned for the lea.st response 9 -22--
L,\ ye; 
per cent. Fruit of the Loom had l-9 returned for a -38 per cent reply. 
Response can range f:riom. as low as 10 per cent to almost 100 per 
©ent. Th.is swrvey 0 s 28 per cent response admittedly was not as high as 
expect,ed. However 0 since this is an exploratory study to build a body 
27 
of theory on va:riables underlying the motivation in purchase decisions, 
standard errors of true population values are of less concern than they 
would be in a study based on numerott.fl and,str5?ng precedents. 
Demographic .Analysis 
Reasons for the low response from some of the products may be more 
clearly understood by looking at a demographic comparison. The demo-
graphic characteristics of the respondents appear in Table I (page 28). 
The age groups in Table I are not consistent with those of the 
U. s. Census of Population from which comparisons will be made later. 
However, there seemed to be a natural grouping of ages 15-21 9 another 
of ages 24-27 0 and one for those o-ver age 35. 
As can be seen in Table I 9 60 per cent of the total response came 
from persons between ages 15-21, Twelve per cent were in the age group 
24c-27 0 an.d 26 per cent were over age 35, There was a 2 per cent non-
response to the age question.. The respondents involved did not answer 
some of the questions cm1cer.ning demographic data. 
Aqua Net response was 54 per cent for ages 15-21~ 15 per cent for 
ages 24-27 0 and 31 :per cent over age 35. Winstoo results showed 46 per 
~ent for ages 15-21 0 9 per cent for ages 24-2? 0 arrl 36 per cent over 
35. There was a 9 per cent nonresponse. Hosiery brought a large return 
of 74 per cent in the age group 15=21 0 10 per cent in age group 24-27 0 
and 16 per cent over 35. 
TABLE I 
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS COMPARED wrrH 
PERCENTAGE OF CONTACTED CONSUMERS WHO 
RESPONDED TO QUESTIONNAIB.ES ON 
EACH OF THREE PRODUCTS 
Composite Aqua Net Winston 
Characteristic Percentage Percentage Percentage 
Age 
15-21 60 54 46 
24-27 12 15 9 
Over 35 26 31 36 
Nonresponse 2 0 9 
Sex 
Female 90 100 64 
Ma.le ? 0 27 
. Nonrespo..'tlse 3 0 9 
Race 
~te 94 100 82 
Negro 2 0 0 
Indian 2 0 9 
Nonresponse 2 0 9 
Education 
Some College or Graduate 70 46 73 
High Scho~l. or Graduate 21 38 9 
t .... ~ 
Eighth Grade or Lower 7 16 9 
Nonresponse 2 0 9 
Marital Status 
Single 51 46 36 
Married 42 46 55 
Divorced 5 8 0 
Nonresponse 2 0 9 
.Qs.£.1.!t!; ti on 
College Students 56 46 37 
Housewives 16 39 9 
Workers 19 15 27 
High S©hool Stu.:ients 2 0 0 
Unemployed 5 0 18 






























Table I also shows that 90 per cent of the total response was from 
women. Seven per cent response was obtained from men. Nonresponse was 
3 per cent. Both Aqua Net and hosiery received 100 per cent female 
response. Winston brought 64 per cent response from women purchasers 
and 27 per cent from males •. Nonresponse was 9 per cent. 
The white race dominated response with 94 per cent. Negro and 
Indian response totaled 2 per cent each. Nonresponse also totaled 2 
per cent. Aqua Net brought 100 per cent response from wbi tes, Winston 
received 82 per cent white response and 9 per cent Indian. Nonresponse 
was 9 per ©ent.. Whl:tes responded 95 per cent for hosiery and Negroesg 
5 per @ent. 
Education 
The edu©a:ticin level of' those returning the questionnaire was 
Gonsiderably higher than the Cherokee County average of' about eight 
years. 
A high 70 per <e2ent of the total response indicated they had some 
@ollege or were @ollege graduates. Twenty-one per cent said they had 
attended high SIC:ih.01:»l or were high school graduates. A mere 7 per cent 
had attended the eighth grade or less. Nonresponse was 2 per cent. 
F©rty=six per ©f:mt. of the Aqua Net, respondents said t.hey h~d some 
@©llege @~ a degree. Thiirty=eight per cent had attended high s@hool or 
had been gradua:t(zlld 0 and 16 per cent. had an education level of the 
eighth gra.de or loweir. 
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Winston and he1sie:ry respor.dents were generally more educated P a.s 
73 and 84 per cent 9 :respectively 0 indicated they ha.d some college edu-
o,atiion. Nine per cent of the Winston response had a high school 
ednc1&tim3 9 per «'.Jent had attended the eighth grade or lower8 and 9 per 
cent w&s nonrasponse 0 Eighty~four per cent of the hosiery respondents 
had som.e ~ollege. Si:x:t.een per cent had attended high school. None 
was o.f lower education level. 
Marital rli.tus data revealed that 51 per cent of the total 
respondents were single3 42 per cent were :married; and, 5 per cent 
were divorced. Nonresponse was 2 per cent. Aqua Net respondents 
were evenly dist:r·ibuted 9 with 46 per cent single and 46 per cent 
rrm.:!1."rled.. E.ight, pe:r- c:ent were divo:r·ced. Thirty-s:ix per cent of Win= 
stm :respondents were single 9 as opposed to 55 per cent who were 
:marriedo Nonresponse was 9 per cent. Hosiery respondents were 
pr .. ,:m.&1.riJ.y single o Sut:,y·='d1:.."',~;;1 per cent. wer.·e single 3 32 per ce11.t 
were mar:.ded s and 9 .5 per cent. were divorced o 
The:) occupat:i(.l}:1a.l de.t.~ indi~1J1.t.ed a high percent.age of co:llege 
studerrt..s 9 com.pa.red wit.h huusewi ves 9 workers 9 and u..YJ.em,ployr;:;d pers,,:ns 9 
who :repli.ed to the quest.ior.maires o A .56 per cent response to the 
survey by ~ollege students was :m.ore than the pe:roentage of coll.age 
stu.dent.s to the town. population. and county population. College 
students oo:mprise 45 per, cent of the town population and 23 per cent 
of the comity popula:tiono 
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Eesides the 56 per cent of college students 0 16 per cent of the 
respondents were housewives; 19 per cent were workers; 2 per cent were 
in high s@hooli and 5 per cent were unemployed. Nonresponse was 2 per 
cent. 
Aqua Net response was 46 per cent college students, 39 per cent 
housewives, and 15 per cent workers. .Winstoi:i response showed 37 per 
cent college students O 9 per cent housewives, 27 per cent workers O an:l 
18 per cent unemployed. Nine per cent was nonresponse. Hosiery 
brought a high response of 74 per cent .from college students, a mere 
5 per cent from housewives 9 16 per cent from workers, and 5 per cent 
from unemployed. 
Figure 1 (page 32) is a grapiic illustration o.f the total response 
percentage shown in. Table I. Je;i:-ha:ws it will give a more comparative 
view of the demographic categories •. For instance, one can readily see 
from the age breakdown that the 15-21 age group comprises 0 by far, the 
largest percentage--60 per cent--o.f the total response. The age 
group over 3.5 is second highest in response with more than 25 per cent. 
The educational level shows a very high percentage--70 per cent== 
of respondents who had some college or who were college students. 
Slightly over 20 per cent of the :respondents had a high school educa= 
tion and less than 10 per cent had an eighth grade education or lower. 
Marital status figures showed that the difference between single 
and married persons was slight. Single respondents totaled just over 
50 per ~ent while married persons totaled slightly over 40 per cent. 
College students dominated the occupation category with over 50 
per cent. Housewives and workers were about equal with less than 20 





Some College or Graduate 
High School or Graduate 
Ei hth Grade or Lower 
60 70 e~ 90 
Per Cent Resp:mding to Questionnaire 
·,reey sm~ll peroemtage of the total re:s:ponse= ... u:nder 5 per 
cento 
The size of the sample will more than likely be one of the first 
observations: of the reader in trying to evaluate the research method. 
Alt~hough the acciidenta.l sample is sma.11 0 it should be noted that the 
purpose of an exploratory study o:J;'. this type, first of all 9 is to 
benefit small, retail advertisers. There are no national conclusions 
drawn 9 and this s·urvey is not intended to represent any state or 
national t:r•end. HowErver v in any accidental sample, the investigator 
should at least use w.ha.tever external checks available to gain insight 
lt'.))n the divers:ity of population elements that are cuaccidentally61 
included in his sample. It may be helpful to know, for example 9 that 
segments of the population with important demographic characteristics 
are not exid:;,irely mrepresented in the sample 9 or too grossly distorted 
f:ir'Ol:trl the popuJ.~ti©n.. 
A compa.rism of census data with the sample on the chara.:c:t.er-
istio:s age v r1&C1e O ©(:;,cupation O and marital status O shows that these 
cihar&i,G;"t,elt'1s"t:i,r.s we,:i,:"e :f~,iirly Wt-ill represented in the sample. 
Table II shaw-s the Goo .. nty age statistie:s--a.s deter:m:tned by the 
U. S. Ce:nsus of Popul.ation=-adjust,ed. The youngest age gToup has been 
©Irdttt!.'ld and 'tJ1..e elder g:r.0orups n©rra.a.l.izEid. The 0=9 age g:xuoup was orrd.t= 
ted be©a·use t.heS!e ©h,ildz,<:m geners!:1,1],y are not considered a po.rt of the 
beying popuJ_ati©n. With the non=buyers elirrd..ns:ted 0 the gr©ups of 
pe:irsHl'Hll ©'lriBl!" age 9==wh:ic~1. :nr0w total 100 per cent,,.=were computed to 
determine per©i,mt:ages f ©r age groups of the buying popula:tioo. This 
a©tion lt"&i,i~ed ·the ©lder age catego:ries O pe:roentage=wicSe O but it gave 
a more a~curate view of the btWing population by omitting the non-
buying population. 
It was i:mpossi ble to separate or break down the 10-19 age group 
fr10,m. the available statistics. Therefore 9 the reader should keep in 
mind that.; the youngest. person in the survey sample was 15 years of ageo 
~st of the group were of ages 17-21. 
TABLE II 
AGE COMPARISON BE'IWEEN RESPONDENTS IN SURVEY 
AND CHEROKEE COUNTY POPULA.TION FOR EACH 
OF THREE PRODUCTS STUDIED 
(Female Statistics Used for Cotmty)3 
Cherokee Co. Composite Aqua Net Winston 
Age Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage 
10-19 27 42 38 27 
20~29 15 30 31. 27 
30=39 12 7 1.5 0 
40=49 13 7 8 19 
50 ... 59 13 .5 0 9 
60-69 11 7 8 0 
70 and Over 9 0 0 0 
N@r.Jri81Sp©t.1!le 0 2 0 9 
~~~~ 












c©m.para:tiv·e purposes in Table IIg the sample age grouping had t.o be 
adjusted. in order to correspond with the U. S. Census breakdown of 
3Ninety per cent of the respo:r.dents were women pur~hasers. 
The:refli:iit'e O the feXll!ll.le srt,atist,i@s were used instead of 'the total 
p©pul&ti©no 
Table II shows the age breakdown in column 1. The percentages or' 
persons in each age group a:re shown in the. following columns for 
Cher©kee C©tmty 9 :the survey total :response, and each of the three 
produc:rt:.s. 
The moert noticeable variation in Table II occurs when comparing 
the county and the SUl!"vey composite in the 10-19 age group. A high 
42 per cient :response in. the e~ey oao.pared with 27 per cent of the 
county popuJ.ation which falls into the 10-19 age group. At this 
point 9 it should be pointed out that the county statistics in the u. s. 
Census of Population in 1960 do not include the 5 0 700 college students, 
most of whom fall into this age "gr~p. 
Aqua Net showed 38 per cent response in the 10-19 age group and 
Winston showed 27 per cent. Hosiery had the highest percentage in 
this age gNiup with 53 per cent. 
Th.a next age g:r©·up,,-,20=,29 ...... !Showed a JO per cent response to t_he 
survey as opposed to 15 per cent of the counw population~ The JO per 
aent @ont,ained a substantial mwber of students 20=21 years of age who; 
were not included in th.e county census. 
Aqua Net 0 Winston, and Fruit of the Loom have relativezy- close 
percentages in th.is age group with 31 9 27, and 32 per cent 0 respect-
ively. 
Th.ere was only a slight varlat:.ion in the older age groups, with 
the Cl;)uncy having a higher percentage than the survey! The .30=,39 
age gr©up showed 12 per e1ent, of the county population" while the 
survey sh.wed a 7 per ~ent return. Aqua Net was high amwg the 
pr©duc:t,l!l: 0 with 15 per (lent respcmse in this age group. Winston had 
n© :respandents in t:bis age group. Hosiery had onl,y 5 per cent .• 
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Th.irteen per ©e11t of the cowlty population was in each of the 
age gri:mps 0 40=4'9 and .50-59. The SUl"vey response brought 7 per cent 
frtm the 40=49 age group and 5 per cent from ages 50-59. 
Aqua Net showed 8 per cent in the 4Q..49 age category and none in 
the .50=.59 age g:t"<cmp. Winston had 19 per cent in the 40-49 age group 
and 9 per cent in the 50-59 group. Hosiery did not have any respond-
ents in the 40=49 group and only 5 per cent in the 50-59 category. 
The county showed 11 per cent of the population in the 60-69 age 
bracket while the survey showed 7 pe:r, cent. Aqua Net had 8 per cent 
and hosiery 7 per cent in this grouping. 
For persons 70 and over0 the county population was 9 per cent. 
The survey had none. 
The survey had a nonresponse of 2 per cent. 
Analytical.ly O Table II tends t.o show that the survey had about a 
15 pe~ cient gr·eate'.Jl" per©entsi.ge. iCJf x;·e:s ponse a.mong the 10=29 ages than 
the county population c.ontained. The survey had a.bout a 5 per cent 
lower percent.age 1o;f. resptmse than county population distribution of 
per1B1itPr.1s Cilver 300 Ag&in 0 it should be emphasized that 'the college 
students are no't taken int.o consideration in the co·unty statistics and 
the n©J:n='rJUYing poptt'L'i,li;t,icm of ages 0=10 has been omitted and the o,lder 
gr1irups n©r1ri.alized o 
On the !:ll't1°,smgtih (())f t..:.he1s,si asswnptions and facts 9 the age fa.rc.i'tor 
of the -t:r,adei ll'U'."~a sh1~11ld be C:1©11.sidered fairly well representedo 
Fig111°e 2 (p,~gei ) gr.e,phi1CJaJly illu.stra,tes the age comparison. of 
the ~<O'illl.t~y p©>pu.la'Liro;n. stia.tistiais 'to the su.r·vey total irs®1m.pos:i'te. As 
:i.n Table II0 F;i,gmrt-:» 2 u.se1:11 the @oo:r.rt,y female s"t,,a:ti~tic:s O be~ause 90 












Pe:rcientage of. Persons in Age Group . 
Figure 2. Age C,ompa:ri.sl(),n Bet,weEm ,Survey Response and C<.mnty 
Popu1ation (Female Std;istics Used for County) 
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'.r'he t,o,p bar of Figul'l':l 2 shows t.he 10-19 age group as the lai:r·gest. 
g:r.,o·up ©f resp,mdent~ in the survey t<ei'tal==42 per cent. The second 
l&:rgE!:st g?'©Up among the sm·vei;y :t>eispa:ise was the next age category 11 20= 
29 0 with .30 per cent. The survey ~.vera.ges about 5 to 7 per cent. for 
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County statistics do not vary quite as much as the survey from 
the younger age groups to the older groups. However, the 10-19 age 
group is still the largest groupD with more than 27 per cent of the 
population. The 20=29 age group is also the second largest population 
category with about 15 per cent. The remaining age groups average a.bat. 
10 to 13 per cent. 
The two grou.ps of age categories show the same basic trend--a 
larger m:unber of young persons in the two age groups 10-19 and 20-29 
and a leveling off among the older age groups to a.bout 10 per cent for 
each group. 
Race should likewise be considered representative with only 
slight reservations about the Indian population, One should realize 
that Indians are an under=privileged group in the county. Most do not 
come to t,own often and when they do 0 they trade at lower priced stores 
(bargain. stores and second=ha.nd outlets). Generally O they do not wear 
nylons of"!;,en or use a sig:r.ificant a.mount of hair spray. 
These fa!rtors may help explain a lack of response frio)m the 
Indian segment.. Their inadequate education may have been a. factor. 
in their lack of 1Cir»operatim in returning t.he forms if 0 inc'.eed~ they 
did hey the prodw~t;. 
The Negro and white populations seem representative. Table III 







COMPARISON OF RACE BETWEEN SAMPLE RESPOJ:if3E 













White persons constitute 94 per cent of the survey resp:nse while 
they constitute 80 per cent of the county population. Negroes com.prise 
2 per cent of the sample respondents and 2 per cent of the county 
piopulation. The Indian response was onzy 2 per cent, as opposed to 
18 per cent of the county population. The sample had a 2 per cent 
nonresponse. 
The onzy substantial variation0 as one can see, is the difference 
of 16 per cent in the Indian population. 
Table IV illustrates that ~ollage students comprise 56 per cent 
of the occupation classification in the survey response, while they 
~onstitute 45 per cent of the town ~pul.ation. High school students 
have a survey response of 2 per cent, while they rate 5 per cent of 
the town popw..atim. Unam.pleyed persons were estimated to be 4 per 
cent of the ci'l:llunty, while 'the sample showed an unemployment response 
of 5 pol" cent. Em.ployed pe:rsons ranked 19 per cent in the sample, 
while they showed only 8 per cent in the county. 
TABLE rf 
COMPARISON OF OCCUPATIONS BETiJEEN SAMPLE RESPONSE 



















This high perrcentage of employed persons respondi~ is due, 
perhaps O to the fa.c:"t that the em.ployed persons are in town much of 
the time and ha;ve earnings to spend O whereas the woman not working 
does :n.roit ha:ve the oppo:r·t·unity or the money to shop as often. These 
working people O or numy of the ones who t.rade at Shopper Os Town O 
frequent the store during coffee breaks 9 lunch hours 9 and after 
the ©H~©upatio:nal Clc:mparison. diffioult. The Tahlequah Chamber of 
U. S. G8nrems of Popu.lati,:m was t,he only guideline. The Bureau of 
Indian Affairs at. 'I'a.hlequah was he,lpful. 9 but most of the Bureau~ s 
statisti©s we:i?e based on the U. S. Census. 
4·comparativa srt~tistic:al data on other olClcupation.s such as 
r.wu.sewi:ve~ we:t>ei :ni)'t. ~vailable i:n the census statistics thereby oausin.g 
the t©tals 11.ait, equal 100 per ce:nt. 
Marital status ©ould be considered well represented as shown in 
Table Vo 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF MARITAL STATUS BE'IWEEN SAMPLE 



















The sample response showed 42 per cent married persons and .51 per 
cent singleo The county showed 61 per cent of the females married and 
28 per cent singleo The apparent reason for the difference in these. 
statistics is a direct result of ageo This seems to be obvious when 
referring to the age breakdowno Forty=two per cent of the sample 
respondents were between the ages of 10-19 and 60 per cent between 
15=21. Only 17 per cent of these persons were.ri•rriedo 
On the basis of these observations on age 0 occupation0 edu.oation0 
:marital sta:tus" and race 0 it seems :reasonable that this non-proba.bilii:jy 
sampling may be <CJrt.il'H!tidered represen:t,ative of the area regardless of 
the small nUll'J.ber of par>s er.is in the sample. Most of these statistics 
a:r.e cam.ps.rable to the coun'l:·,y and oity when the college student.s are 
taken into arrH:Jou:nto Because of the oollege 0 the Uo So Census inform.a= 
t,ion appears at fi.J'.'st to disagree with the survey,, but, upon closer 
e:x:a:minat,it0n appears t©> coinoide satisfactorily. 
The Indiah ra.@e fa~tor seeJTJ.s to be the only logical doubt one 
could have about 'the sample being fairly representative. Aga.in 0 it 
is e:m.phas:ized that there a.:.t"e sufficient reasons for believing that 
these people may not patronize the store in equal]y proportionate 
nu:moors and may have srt,r©ng tendencies not to return a questionnaire. 
CIU\.Pl'ER IV 
RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE 




Eight basic questions were asked each respondent. Follow~g the 
/ demographic questions of age 0 sex 0 :marital status, race, occupationo 
and education 0 the first basic question was~ "~ you intend to~ 
chase this product when you~~ the store?" 
This was a g~neral lead-in question designed to ease the 
respondent into the questionna.ire without offending or discouraging 
him. The question could be answered with a simple yes or no. 
Besides being designed as a simple entre 0 the first question also 
would provide information to indicate whether the person made the pur-
chase on impulse O because o:f some :i.n=store motivation O or whether he 
\ came into the store with his decision already made. 
\ ........ _ .. ,......-,c_-.•_,._..,_ •..•. 
Table VI shows that 74.4 per cent of the total respondents did 
intend to purchase the product when they entered the store. Respond-
ents who did not intend to purchase the product totaled 25.6 per cent. 
Aqua Net respondents were highest--84.6 per cent--among those who 
came into the store with the intention of purchasing one of the three 
pri0ducits 0 Winston was almost as high 0 with respondents totaling 81.8 
per cent.Hosiery response results revealed that only 63.2 per cent 
@a.ma into the st,ore with the intention of beying Fruit of the Loom 
hosiery. 
Hair spray respondents who did not intend to purchase Aqua Net 
when they entered the stor~ totaled 15.4 per cent. Winston respond= 
ents totaled 18.2 per cent and hosiery buyers who did not intend to 
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Only 1 of 13 persll'.ms said she did not come into the store with 
the intention of purchasi...'1g a hair spray. She gave '°special prlce 10 
as the reason for pwt"telhasd.i.'1g Aqua Net. The 10special prfoe 00 «Jould have 
been in relation t(!j) the priice she was paying for the pr,':>duct at 
«Jompetitive st©>res. Shopper 0 s Town price is constant on hair spray 
Another re~porde:nt said she did not come into the store to pu:r-
©mt~e Aqua Net 0 but did intend to buy some bran::l of hair spray. She 
beying Aqua Net. 
Winston. survey results showed only two women who decided to 
pu:ir0chase the proo.urc,t, after entering the store. One said she 
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remembered she needed cigarettes. The other respondent said she 
decided to purchase them at Shopper 0 s Town rather than going to another 
st©re. 
The (C)igarettes are located at the chec: kout counter. This 
loc:ati©n may have reminded one woman she needed them. The other woman 
may have decided that==since a ©igarette purchase was her only reason 
for srtopping at another sto:re==she would bey thein a:t Shopper~ s Town. 
Hos:iery was the only product that a sizable number of persons 
decided to pul"Clhase after they entered the store. One person said 
she bought the product because of pr.ice and another bought because of 
the brand name. Two other women said a combination of price and brar:rl. 
name were the reasons. 
One respondent said she intended to bey hosiery but not necessar= 
ily Fruit of the Loom. Apparent.ly the brand was a secondary choice. 
She indi1;a ted she @lould not find the correct size in the 1$J6C:ti on of 
hosie:ry in whi~h she was looking. She moved to the Fruit ©f Loom 
se©ti«.m a:n.d f«:n111d a ~~tisfaCJtcor.1 ((;JOlior and the corr,e,c:t size. An@ther 
respondent p!ll'Cl.hased Fruit of' the Lorom because of shade (c:oLor) al,:me. 
One woman said she saw the hosiery and remembered she needed 
them.. Sater O she mentioned the p(())int-,tilf=purehase advertising as one 
way in whiich she f©u.nd out al:,rout the prod:uiClt. She could have seen the 
sign Pl'i©l" t!C'l the day she pt.tr'©hassd the hosiery. She attributed 
televid©n as the most influencing factor in her decision to bey. 
The seci©nd questi©n asked g 00&ve Y,i'.!lti, eiv<c1~" u~ed t;J:lis pJl'."((j!QU©t 
befoire1°0 This imr11ooi:lll,tely brt'©ke d©lWn the people who al.ready were 
familiar with the product. and those who may or may not have been 
familiar with the product 0 bu.t had not used it before. Those who were 
fmnilia.r with0 and had probabJ,y ~en using, the product had to recall 
their past decisions and motivations to answer some of the questions 
that came lat.er. Since the item had been used before., the respondents 
:may have been in doubt as.to when or where they learned of the product 
and in what media. 0 if a.ny 0 they had been exposed to the product. 
It would be very difficult., without a personal follow-up 
interview of' suph a person0 to determine whether a current advertising 
message had any effect on his decision or whether it was past adver-
tising and brand consiCJiousness which remained with him. 
However., if the person had not used the item before, some 
reliable information could be obtained. Many of those in this survey 
who had not used the proo.uct before 0 bought it impulsivel;y. This was 
particn:u.a.rly true in the case of Fruit of the Loom hosiery. The 
brand name connotations for Frui:t of the Loom products O in general, 
may have had an effect l(j)n the purobaser in choosing another pr,oo.tu::it 
of that brand name. If the person was satisfied with Fruit of the Loom 
produl!.llts pre~viously O she :may have been more redeptive to the hosier.;r 
than if me were dissatisfied with a prior purchase of the c00tpan.yn s 
products. 
An a.n1.lysia was made O oompa:clng ·the question-""~ you ~ used 
~ ~dw:it E!.f©!',!?""=with others. For those persons who had not used 
the proouiQlt 0 it Wei important to determine who or what ma.de them 
decide to use it. As.mentioned previously 0 the pers(IQ who had been 
u~ing the produ@t for some time may have had difficulty recalling who 
or what influan«;l)ed him. tilf st to tey the proo:n.wt. 
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Table VII reveals that 83 o 7 per cent of the total response had 
used the product beforeo Note that 100 per cent of the Aqua Net and 
Winston respondents had previously used the product. Hosiery was the 
only prod.ucrt in which all of the people were not familiar with the 
brand or had not used it bef'(J)reo Yet, almost two-thirds--6302 per cent 
..,, .. of the respor.d.ents had used it previous'.cy'. The composite percentage 
of' respondents who had not used the product previous'.cy' was 13.9 per 
cent. Hosiery had not been worn by 31.6 per cent of the respondents 
previously. Nonresponse for the composite was 2.4 per cent 0 and for 
hosieey it was 5.2 per cent. 
TABLE VII 
PERCENTAGES OF RESPONDENTS--IN COMPOSITE AND FOR 
EJ\.CH OF THREE DESIGNATED PRODUCTS--WHO 
HAD USED THE PRODUCT BEFORE 
Com.po.site Aqua Net Winston Hosiery 
Percent.age Percentage Percentage Percentage 
Yes 8J.7 1.00.0 1.00.0 63.2 
No 13.9 o.o o.o 31.6 
Nonresponse 2.4 o.o o.o 5.2 
Acquaintances Who Use the Product 
Y,..6!,0 whl.j;, ,t.eh__i~, !r! th~ t,o you?g- .Mother 0 father 0 brrother0 sister,0 
.2,~her family: D'}.embelC' 0 naighb~0 friend 0 fellow ~ker0 and oth!t, 
i,~e©:ity-_l. 00 The que$rtions wer,e designed t.o fir.d out who :may have 
talked to the pe?"S©l'l\ abii::rut the pr,roidu.©t O 
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The first of the three :major categories in the question~-Ialatives 
=-includes the subpartss mother 9 father, brother, sister, and other 
family merri.bers. Neighbor is the second major category. Friems, the 
thi:rd catego:cy- 0 has as subpart:sg fellow workers and others. 
These answers provided some of the most meaningful insights on 
influential forces at work in decision-making. Perhaps the respondent 
had forgotten some persons with whom he talked months or years ago, but 
a majority of the time he could r·emember acquaintances who used the 
product. 
Table VIII illustrates the large percentage of respon::lents who had 
Relatives 9 Neighbors 0 or Friends who used the product. 
TABLE VIII 
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS--IN COMPOSITE AND FOR 
EACH PRODUCT=· .. WHO HAD RELATIVES, NEIGHBORS 
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Ove:r-a.ll 0 the quest.ion. revealed that 83.7 per cent of the total 
lt~o:r.rlsi1ts said they had Ralatives O Neighbors P or Friends who use the 
prodw:1t. A rela:t,iveJ.y small pereentagep 16.JP said they did n,oit know 
an,yone wh,oi used the produir.:it. JUl Aqua Net and Winston respor.dents 
said they knew someone who used the product. Hosiery respondents who 
i,S1a,id they had R.eilatives or Friends who used the product totaled 6J.2 
per tler.rt. Those respio1ndents not having :Relatives or F1~iends who use 
the p:rodu@t trwitru.ed J6.8 per C:Jerrt. 
Table DC illuis1trates who these Relatives and Friends were. The 
table reveals--in the composite percentage of all three products--that 
·the major category 0 Rel1.tives 0 was ciited by .58.l per cent of the 
respo:ndents as being persons who used the products. Neighbors were 
mentioned by 2.5 per cent of the respo:rdents. Fifty-three and five-
tenths per cent of the respondents said that the third major category 






PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS BY RELATIONSHIP 
OF PERSONS WHO USED THE PRODUCTl 
Composite Aqua Net Winston Hosieey 
Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage 
.58.l 92.3 .54.5 36.8 
2.5.0 38.S 27.3 .5.3 
53.5 53.8 90.9 31.6 
rr:r-vr QT • ,.,.. ;;re:: "OF::rrtte'CJ"? 
Ninaty=two and thrae=tenths per cent of Aqua Net respondents said 
Reh:tives used t.he proouia:t. NeighhoF.'s were cited by 38 • .5 per cent 0 and 
F'riends by 53.8 per cent of the respondents. Among Winston respond-
ents0 54 • .5 per cent said th.at relatives used the producit. Neighbors 
were sele©'ted by 27 • .3 pe;r, cen·t 0 and Friends by 90.9 per cent. 
Thirty=six: and eight=tenths per cent of the hosieey respo:r.dents 
said ·that Relative!Sl u:ee the prioducit o Five and three-tenths per cent 
lThe columns in. Table IX do n©t total 100 per cent because of the 
num.be:ir> of re$ip<0ndents who listed rrJ.l(;)re t.han one person whoused the 
produoto Multiple mentions iciaused some of the categories to total 
©var 100 per <'.lent,. · (.A breakdown <i:»f these multiple ment:iMs is inlO!luded 
in Figura .3 u pages 51.,,,5z) o 
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of the :r'espondent.s cited Neighbo:r0 s 9 and Jl.6 per cent named Friends as 
having used the product, 
Figure 3 (pages .51 ... 52) graph:l.cally shows the :r:ercentages of 
respondents who said Relatives, Neighborsv and Friends used the 
purchased product. The composite response to the questionnaire 
revealed a very high num.ber=-.58 per cent--of respondents who said they 
had Friends who used the product. Mothers were mentioned by 33,3 per 
cent of the respondents 0 Neighbors by 2.5 per cent,. and Sisters and 
other Family Members by 22,2 per cent each. Fellow Workers were named 
by 13.9 per cent and Brothers by 11.1 per cent, Fathers and Others 
were mentioned by less than 10 per cent of the respondents, Almost .54 
per cent of Aqua Net hair spray purchasers said that their Friends also 
used the product. Neighbors, Mothers 0 and Sisters each were named by 
38. 5 per cent of' the respondents, other Family Members were said to 
use ,;he produicd~ by 23 .1 per cent of the respondents and Fellow Workers 
and others by a mere 7o7 per cent. 
More than 72 pe::r.- ~,ent of the Winston purchasers said their Friends 
used the prodw:rl:,, This was the highest percentage of respondents who 
attrlbuted ar.or spe©J:ifi<Cl r.iategory of people as users of the proo.u,ct, 
Moth:srr:; ,. Fliithers u Brothers O Neighbors O Other Family Members O and Fellow 
Workers wei:-e all n1nned. by 18 to 36 per cent of the respondents, 
Fifty per cent of Fruit of the Loom hosiery respondents listed 
F:riends 0 and 41.7 per cent said Mothers used the product. Sisters 
were the «:inly other pe:rsicms named by more than 10 per cent of the 
:respondent~. Brothers O other Family :Members O Neighbo1•s O and others 
were named by 8 per cent of the respw,ndents, 
(I) 
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Figure 3. (continued) 
t::.3 .) 
Previous Product Satisfaction 
The fourth question asked g "Ee fore you started to ~ this pro-
duct 0 ~ you satisfied £!:.. dissatisfied ~ !!UY, of the other brands 
you ~ using 7 °0 
This question was to determine whether the person might have been 
more receptive to a particular product if he was dissatisfied with his 
present product. If he were satisfied with the present product, it is 
reasonable to question whether he would be receptive to a different 
product. On the other hand, if the person was dissatisfied with his 
present product 0 he might be more logicaD.y receptive to a different 
brand--one that he perceived as more fully satisfying his wants and 
needs. 
Table X shows that 34.9 per cent of the respondents for the three 
products said they were satisfied with their present productsp while 
65.1 per cent of the respondents said they were dissatisfied with 





PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS WHO WERE SATISFIED 
OR DISSATISFIED wrrH THEIR PRESENT BRAND 
















Among Aqua Net respondents O 15. 4 per cent said they were satisfied 
with their present hair spray 9 while 84,6 per cent indicated they were 
dissatisfied, Eighteen and two=tenths per cent of Winston respondents 
were satisfied with their present cigarette 0 but 81,8 per cent were 
dissatisfied. Hosiery was the only product in which more respondents 
indicated being satisfied with their present brand than indicated 
dissatisfaction, Fifty-seven and nine-tenths per cent of the 
respondents said they were satisfied 0 while 42.1 per cent said they 
were dissatisfied,. 
Figure 4 graJ:hically presents the results of tbe question concern= 
ing the respondent 0 s satisfaction with his previous brand. The 
composite column shows almost 35 per cent of the respondents were 
satisfied 0 while slightly more than 60 per cent were dissatisfied. 
A majority of the cmsumers of two of the th:ree products==Aqua Net 
and Winst'e©ns==st:dd they were dissatisfied. More hosiery respondents 
said they were satisfied with their present brand of stockings than 
said they were dissatisfied. 
First Awareness of Product 
00 How did you~ out about ~ product?" was the fi:tt.h 
question. The answers to this question should determine how the 
person first became aware of the product. 
Printer's Ink 0 February 11 0 1966 0 contained the article 0 "How 
Women Shop Supermarket Ads." It revealed that 76 per cent of 
shoppers lea:rn.ed about new products from advertising 3 11 per cent 
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Figure 4. Percentage of Respondents Who Were Satisfied 
or Dissatisfied with Their Present Brand 
Before Purchasing Survey Products 
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29 per cent frCiill friends and neighbors; and 0 4 per cent by seeing the 
product on the shelfo The total exceeds 100 per cent because of 
multiple mentio11s. 2 
The August 26 0 1966 0 edition of Printer I s Ink said: 11 ••• the few 
studies we have on the subject show that from one-sixth to one-fourth 
of the buyers of several new products made their initial purchase 
because the brand was mentioned or recommended by a friend."3 
This question delved into the third research question 0 mentioned 
on page 2 0 on how respondents learned about the product. Persons who 
had been using the product for years may have had trouble correctly 
answering this question because they did not remember how they first 
learned of it, However 0 they p:robab],Y felt they could provide a 
reasonably accurate answer. The time lapse may have been a factor 
which caused vague answers such a.sg 11 I like it." These people 
apparently had been using the product so long that they did not 
remember how they became aware of it. 
In Table XI0 origins of awareness were consolida:ted under f o·ur 
ca;!:.egories g other Persoms 0 Point-of~Purehase/Impulse 0 Mass Media 
Ad.vertising 0 and Confused or Nonresponse, 
The first category--Other Persons--cornprises two subcategoriesg 
Friends and Relatives. The Friends subcategory is self~explanatory. 
Relatives include :mot.hers O sisters 9 and any other' family members. 
200m,w Women Shop Supermarket Ads 0 ' 0 Pr:inter's Ink (February 11 0 
1966)0 p. 39. 
300The Creative 0 Scientific 0 Evolutionary Approach to Testing 0 '' 
fr_JJ1ter 0 s Ink (August 26 0 1966) 0 p. 11. 
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Point=of-Pu.rchase/TI:npulse--the second category--refers to those 
respondents who said they saw the product in the store and decided to 
purchase it. 
The third catego!""~==Mass Media Advertising--combines all the mass 
media. That is 0 advertising in newspapers, magazines,. or on the radio 
or television was included under Mass Media Advertising. 
TABLE XI 
PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS LISTING THE MEANS 
BY WHICH THEY FIRST BECAME AWARE OF 
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The Confused or Nonresponse category refers to persons who did not 
specifically answer t.he question orp literally, who did not comment at 
all. 
Table XI shows P that 0 by fa.:r 0 Point-of-Purchase/Impulse com.prises 
the largest category of '0how respondents first learned of the product." 
The composite percentage column shows that 51 per cent of the respond-
ents said they saw the particular product in the store and decided to 
purchase it. 
Twenty-eight and six=tenths of the respondents initially learned 
of the pr,oducits from other Pers ms. These other Persons were Friends 
of 18.4 per cent of the respondents and Relatives of 10.2 per cent. 
.58 
Only 10.2 per ©ent of the respondents in this study said they 
learned of the product through Mass Media Advertising. The Confused 
or Nonresponse category comprised 10,2 per cent of the respondents. 
Taldng the origin of awareness categories 0 one at a tirne 0 Table XE 
shows that other Persons were mentioned by 31 per cent and 36.4 per 
cent of the Aqua Net and Winston purchasers 9 respectively--considerabq 
higher than the 21 per cent of hosiery purchasers who learned of the 
product from other Persons. 
Wort}zy" of note is that a nearly equal number of Aqua Net pur-
chasers mentioned Relatives and Friends as origins of product 
awareness. On the other hand 0 27.3 per cent of the Winston purchasers 
said they learned of the product from Relatives, with 9.1 per cent 
listing Friends. other Persons included only Friends as a source of 
awareness of hosiery purchasers. 
In the Point=of=Purchase/Irnpulse category, a big gap lies 
between the Winston purchasers and those who purchased the Aqua Net 
and hosiery. Only 9.1. per cent of the Winston purchasers listed 
Point-of-Purchase/Impulse as their origin of awareness 9 com.pared with 
53.2 per cent and 73,7 per cent of the Aqua Net and Hosier,y purchasers0 
respectively. 
Mass Media Advertising O as shown in Table XI 0 ranked low: with 
all product pureha:sers 9 as the original source of :mformationo 
The challenging poort ©if t.he findings pointed out in Table XI is 
the ].a(llk of Confused IJl?" Nom•esponse purchasers of Aqua. Net or hosiery 9 
compared with the high perc:entage of Winston purchaserso 
Jn reviewing the questionnaires for possible reasons w}zy' such a 
high per©entage of Winston respondents fell into the Confused answer 
;9 
or Nonresponse categoX'Yo it was noted that all of the respondents who 
answered properly were 21 years of age and younger. All but one had 
some college education. 
To the contrary0 all but one of the persons giving Confused 
answers 0 or failing to answer the question, were 48 years of age and 
older. 
Failure to properly answer the question may be a direct result 
of demographic characteristics. Although there was a relatively 
large percentage of aged respon:ients in the Winston analysis, ,Aqua Net 
and hosiery responsa did not include as :many older persons. 
Age 0 then 0 may be a factor in the substantial number of answers 
by Winston respondents that were classified as Confused or Nonresponse, 
while Aqua Net and hosiery respondents• answers were more complete. 
In Figure 5 0 the g0tria1 beyers O " or persons who said they were 
trying the prod.uct 0 were grouped in the Point-of-Purchase category0 
thus causing the large percentages for the composite response, Aqua 
Net 0 and Fruit of the Loom hosiery. Perhaps a personal interviewer 
could have questioned the respondents listing "trial purchase" and 
determined more specifically how they learned of the product. 
Note in Figure 5 that the composite response is similar in 
appearance to the Aqua Net response. Point ... of ... Purohase is slightly 
more th~n 50 per cent and Other Persons--a.s the origin of awareness--
was cited by approximately 30 per cent of the respondents. Mass Media 
Advertising was mentioned by 10 per cent of the respondents as being 
the origin of awareness for the composite response and less than 10 
per cent .for Aqua. Net. other Persons was of primary signi:t'ican.ce 
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category. Point-of-Purchase or Impulse and Mass M.edia Advertising 
received identical mention among Winston consumers, with about 9 per 
cent each. 
Point-of-Purchase was the predominant origin of awareness by 
hosiery respondents. More than 70 per cent attributed this in-store 
origin as compared with about 20 per cent of the resporrl.ents who said 
other Persons initially informed them of the hosiery. 
Personal Contact as Conveyor of Information 
The sixth question asked: "Did you~ someone talk about ll?". 
·The follow-up question asked the respondent to designate the relation-
ship of the person or persons talked to. 
This question was to supplement the information about aey 
interpersonal contact the person had experienced, It tends to be 
related to the third question, which asked if relatives, neighbors, or 
friends used the producto 
The fact that the respo:r:rl.ent knew someone who used the product 
does not necessarily mean he would have heard him talk about it, but 
there is a probability. It is assumed that it mq be possible for 
another person who used a product to influence a potential buyer 0 
even though that person never mentioned the product. For example, a 
mother's judgment to use a certain product may influence her daughter, 
even though the w001en never talk about the product. The same may be 
true in other similar relationships of confidence. 
c2 
The coni.posite column of Table XII shows that 48.8 per cent of the 
resp::mdent=purchasers had. heard someone talk about the product O while 
51.2 per cent did not. 
TABLE XII 
PERCENTAGE OF PERSONS WHO HEARD SOMEONE TAIK OF PRODUCT 




No (Did Not Hear .Anyone) 51.2 








Aqua Net response, in Table XII0 shows that 61.5 per cent of the 
respondents heard someone talk about the hair spray. Fifty-four and 
five=tenths per cent of Winston respondents said they had heard someone 
talk about it 0 and 36.8 per cent of Fruit of the Loom consumers heard 
someone. Thirty-eight and five-tenths per cent of Aqua Net consumers 
had not heard anyone taJ.k about it; 45.5 per cent of Winston respond-
ents had not8 and 63.2 per cent of hosiery 1°espondents had. not. 
It appears that some types of products are more likely to be 
mentionec3:0 by brand name 0 than are other types of products. It is 
significant0 in. Table XII0 that a substantial nU!llber of Aqua Net and 
Winston respo:r:dents heard someoxi.e talk about the product. On the 
other hand, more Fruit of the Loom hosiery respondents did not hear 
anyone talk about the brand. 
One can readily see, in Table XIII 9 the two most logical groups of 
people=-Friends and Family Members=-are cited by the largest percentage 
of respondents as the people who they heard talking about the 
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products. Table XIII refers to the 48.8 per cent of respon:ients who 
heard someone talk about the products. Friends were mentioned in the 
composite of the three products by 52.3 per cent of the respondents 9 
and Fa,mily Members by J8.1 par cent. 
TABLE XIII 
TYPES OF PERSONS WHO RESPONDENTS HEARD TALKING 
ABOUT THE PRODUCT PRIOR TO THE PURCHASE 
Composite Aqua Net Winston 
Types of Persons Percentage Percentage Percentage 
Friends 52.3 37.5 66.6 
Family Members 38.1 62.5 16.7 






Table XIII shows that 62.5 per cent of Aqua Net respondents heard 
Foonily Members talk about the product. Sisters were mentioned by 40 
per cent of the resporrlents as the Family Member from whom they heard 
about the product. Mothe:rs 0 daughtersp and aunts were ea.ch given as 
sources by 20 per cisnt of the respondents. 
The other significant sout"ce for beyers to hear abov.t Aqua. Net was 
Friends. Only 37. 5 per cent of the resporrlents said Friends were 
the persons from whom they hea:.rd about the hair spray. 
Friends were heard talk.i.ng about Wins tons by 66. 6 per cent of the 
Winston respondents. Other than Frie:nds 0 Family Members were heard by 
16.7 per cent of the respondents. Nor.tt"esponse was 16.7 per cent. 
Am.«mg the hosiery buyers O 57 .1 per cent said they heard F:"'iends 
talk about the pr,odu©t 0 while Family Members were singled out by 28.6 
per cent. A 14.3 per ©ent nonresponse was noted. 
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Figure 6 (page 6.5) illustrates graphically that.Friends and 
Family Members were mentioned by many more respo:r.dents than the other 
categories. Aqua Net respondents were the only ones to substantially 
credit Family Members. 
Sub=questions of the question 0 nDid you hear someone talk about 
it? 1~ 0 wereg 10 Is_ this person!. member .2f any club 0 church 0 .2!: organiza-
~ to which you 'J:?.elong? Yes or No. If yes 0 which™?". 
This i.s further elaboration on the interpersonal contact. One 
of the objectives of the study was to determine whether the influence 
attributed to another person could have come from club or church 
associe:tes. 
Aga.in 0 the question refers to the 48.8 per cent of respo:r:dents 
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':C!J, b1 e XIV thit more than one .. ha:Lf of the res pond en ts 
sa:ld th.e pe:rsorn:: who were heard talking about products were not members 
of social groups such a.s chu:rchp clubs, or other similar organizations. 
This s1.n:vey showed that 33 .3 per cent of the beyers associated with 
t.he person in some type c1f organized activity. 
TABLE XIV 
PERCENTAGE OF RESPOI\[)ENTS WHO DO AND DO NOT BELONG 
TO THE SAME SOCIAL GROUP( S) AS THE PERS ON 




Yes (Respondent and 33.3 
informant belong to 
same social group) 
No (Res ponderrt gmd 61.9 
informant dil.ll nd:, bP.1:ng 


















Of the 33. 3 per ,0Emt who belong to the same social groups as 
their i11.f'o:rma..11t O l~2 o 9 per eant a.re associated with the same chll?'ch or 
church organization. Also 0 42.9 per cent are in school or school 
activities together. F:rat.er:r1al societies constitute the remaining 
14.2 per cent. 
Intc-,rpe:r·sonal Influence on Job 
question cioncei:rned di:t'6©1t]y with the int.erpersopa.l influence theory. 
tio11l pl"i©Jr 't,((); the tS!';l.tJt"V'ey o Ho-weve:r· 9 results showed that 90 per cent of 
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the resp11)ndents said the person they bud heard talk about the product 
did not wr,rk with them. 
At first O this figure seemed rather high. It should be noted 9 
h0i,,Tever 0 that the 90 per cent includes all occupational categories. 
Subtrac:t 0 from the total respondents 0 the 90 per cent who said the 
person did not work with them. This leaves 10 per cent who said he 
did. Table I 0 pa.ge 2 80 shows that only 19 per cent of the total 
respondents were working people. This means that over one-half (10 · 
per cent of the tiotal respondents) of the working people (19 per cent 
of the total respondents) in this survey heard.about the product from 
their working companions. However 0 the E. in this case is too small to 
draw a:rry meariingful ~onclusions. 
Media as Conveyors of Product Information 
The seventh que~~tion asked s ··~ ;x:gu learn about the ,:eroduot 
from !!SL of th~ ;ri;g.;low.i.'.f!g :media? Ra.dio 0 television 0 newspaper 0 
magitzine O C>l"' 0,ther ( s:pe11Zify) o'' 
Many per.sons chedrnd. mc>:r.e than one media. A few added outdoor 
advertising and point=of-pu.:t'<Ghase adyertising O from which they said 
they were infor.m.1."d about the p:t'oducts. 
Two f oll~'tt,·,1p qw2,st:ions were asked. concerning the na.mes of the 
radi© and/or televisi.o:n st,rd:.:i.ons and the newspapers and/or magazines 
in whi@h the re1spcm.dent heard or viewed the advertising. Only a small 
pere<iSJ:rrl..;age of pe:t'cSions ©;o>u.ld. :nam.e the radio or television program or 
par'citmlar magazine o.·r n~Jwspaper where the advertising appea:ir0ed O 
The cH;mpo)zite pe!'©entage column in Table XV shows televisi©n 
ri.mt.a:ig a large p<:1r~en:tage-·~33 .3 per cer.rc==than magazines==28.2 per cent== 
as the most frequently mentioned medium of advertising by which the 
consumer learned of a prod:uct. Radio was named by 12. 8 per cent of 
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the respondents p mi 1'llm"spapers by 20 • .5 per cent. others constituted 
the remei.ining 5.1 per cent of the respondents. Magazines were rated 
strong by Aqua. Net respondents and fair by Winston smokers. Televisicn 
however O was consistent with respondents of all three products. Radio 
did not make a substantial showing on a:rry product except Winston,, ir1he:n: 
it was listed by 20.8 per cent of the respondents. The reason for 
radio's low percentage may be a result of the types of products used 









PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS LISTTI'JG MEDIA 
AS CONVEYORS OF INFORMATION ABOUT 
THREE DIFF~T PRCDUCTS4 
Composite Aqua Net Winston Hosiery 
Percerrtage Percentage Percentage Percentage 
12.8 o.o 20.8 o.o 
33.3 22.2 37.5 33.3 
20.5 22.2 16.7 33.3 
28.2 44.4 20.8 16.7 
5.1 11.2 4.1 16.7 
per cent, of the Aqua Net respondents said they learned 
about the product f;r,om the media listed in the questionnaire. 
Table XV shows that 44.4 per cent of this group listed rr.iagazines as 
the medium from which they learned about the hair spray. Newspapers 
4The totals of the ©olu:mns in Table XV do not equal 100 per @ent 
because several of the :respoments listed more than one mediu.m fran 
whi©h they learned a.bout 'the proo.u©t. 
were named by 22.2 per cent of the respondents 0 television by 22,2 per 
cent 9 and others by 11 per cento 
Over 80 per cent of the Winston respondents said that they learned 
about the product from ma.ss media. Of these people, 37 o.5 per cent 
learned from television~ 20.8 per cent each from radio and magazines 0 
16.7 per cent from newspapers 9 and 4.1 per cent from other sources. 
Apprwcima.tely 42 per cent of hosier,y beyers indicated that they 
learned about the product from sor11e of the media listed. Television 
was mentioned by· 33.3 per cent of the respondents~ newspapers by 33.3 
per cent 9 and magazines by 16.7 per cent. 
Figure 7 graphically illustrates· the percentage of respondents 
who listed each medium as a source of product :infcrmation •.. Aqua Net 
consumers learned about the product from magazines 9 primarily 9 and 
Winston consume1°s learned from television. Television and newspapers 
co:mbined equally t,c, in.form the ho,sie:cy buyers. 
Most Influential Factor 
00S'U1m'll.ing_ !mo !f;,~J:, do ;you. t,hink was the most influef!tial factor 
in, your .£.h.~ of this J?:rt",oo:qot 1 TV 9 radio 0 another person 9 magazine 9 
newspaper O or other (sp!'JCify) 0 °0 
This fin.al question is perhaps t,he single most important one of 
the survey. It refletrts what medium of conmru.nica:tions t.he respondents 
perll:'leived as m<Cl>s·c :linf'.lusntia.l. Perhaps researchers would say that the 
00 su1:,-co:nsciiousu• will give another reason fcir a purcllase decision and 
that this assertion is n©'t valid. Th.is rn.s:y be true to some extent in 
cases when one does not knw why he bought a product. However 0 
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consideration. The respondent, within the limitations of this study, 
must be the most logical person to determine what has influenced him. 
Therefore 9 his opinion must be given a great deal of weight in the 
final anal,ysis. 
Table XVI clearly illustrates the apparent influence that "other 
Persons 9 " have had on the beyer. The study shows that 45, 7 per cent of 
respondents attributed other Persons--either friend, famil,y member, 
neighbor 0 or other social contact--as having the most influence in his 










PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS WHO ATTRIBUTED 
SPECIFIC MEDIA. AS MOST INFLUENTIAL 
IN THEIR PURCHASE DECISION 
Composite Aqua Net Winston 
Percentage . Percentage Percentage 
17.4 0,0 46,1 
o.o o.o o.o 
45.7 60.0 38.5 
4.3 6.7 o.o 
2.2 o.o 0,0 
28.2 26.6 15.4 










Of all the media, onl,y television rated a response greater" ... than 
10 per cent. Television was gauged the most influential factor by 
17 .4 per cent of the respondents. The "other" category, which seemed 
to represent an interaction of influences, was the most influentia.1 0 
with 28.2 per cent of the respondents. 
This interaction of influences was a diversified number of reasoos 
the person purchased the hosiery. The con~umers combined price, 
quality 9 color 9 brand name 9 i:ersonal preferencesp and a variety of 
other such variables 9 which tended to complicate the stu:iy. Perhaps 
the ambiguous nature of the question caused such answers. 
Sixty per cent of the Aqua Net buyers said that other Persons 
were the most influential factor in their decision. other media or 
reasomconsidered most influential were cited by 26,6 per cent of the 
respondents. Magazines were named by 6.7 per cent. Nonresponse was 
also 6.7 per cent. 
Forty-six imd one=tenth per cent of Winston smokers named 
television as the most influential factor in their decision to buy. 
The ~igarette was the only one of the three products where television 
:ma.de a substantial showing. Thirty-eight and five-tenths per cent of 
the smokers said other Persons were responsible for the most influence 
conveyed. Fift.een and four-tenths · per cent of the respondents named 
other media or reasons as influencing them most. 
Among hosiery buyers, 36.8 per cent attributed other Persons as 
the most influential fa~tor. other thml the other Persons category 0 
a variety of responses in the Other category characterized the hosiery 
purchasers. More than 42 per cent of the respondents' answers were 
~lassified in the other ~ategory. Television was selected by 10.9 per 
cent. Magazines and Newspapers rated a :mere 5.3 per cent each. 
kn interesting observa:tion in. Table XVI is tha.t Radio wa~ . the 
only major medium that was not selected a.s being the most influential 
fa©tor. The ©omposite per©entage column shows that Magazines could 
only muster 4.3 per cent o:f' the respondents 0 and Newspapers, 2.2 per 
e:ent. 
Figure 8 (page 74) illustrates the large percentage of respondents 
who said that other Persons were the most influential factor in their 
decision to purchase one of the · three survey products. Winston 
cigarettes was the only product in which respondents indicated another 
factor as being most influential. Television was named by 46,1 per 
cent of the respondents, whereas other Persons were only mentioned by 
38o5 per cent. 
Index of Effectiveness 
An index of effectiveness was used as a determinant of the impact 
of the various media to which a respondent had been exposed, By 
definition, the index of effectiveness is a :mathematical approach in 
determining whether one medi'Ulll or another has greater im~ct upon a 
person's decision. The iril.ex of effectiveness is used to " ••• single 
out the people who have been exposed to a source.of influence and then 
compute the proportion among them who considered it most important in 
their deoisi on. o,5 
To arrive at this index of effectiveness for Aqua Net, Winston, 
and Fruit of the Loom hosiery, the total n'Ulllber of respondents who were 
exposed to information about the product on television, for example, 
were divided into the number of persons who said TV was the most 
influential factor in their purchase decision. 
Exposure ·was determined from the sixth survey question, which 
asked if the respondent had heard someo~e talk about the prodoot, and 
from the seventh question 0 which asked what mass medium was a sou.roe 
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of product information. The effective exposure was detemined from 
the final question 0 which asked the respondent to determine what he 
perceived to be the most important influence in his purchase deoisiono 
To illustrate the computation of the imex of effectiveness for 
television from the answers of Winston respo:r:dents, the total 
effective exposure was divided by tl:).e total exposure, Effective 
exposure was six persons.who said television was the most import.ant 
influence in their purchase decision, The total exposure was nine 
respondents O who said they had, seen Winston advertised on TV. Thus O 
nine divided into six equals an index of effectiveness for television 
of ,67, 
Jn a simple equations 
6 
Index of Effectiveness• Ei'feotive 1:lbcposure 
Total J:lbcposure 
Table XVII shows 9 in the composite column, that other Persons 
had an index of effectiveness of ,65. Television had an index of 
effectiveness o:t ,5.'.35 maga.21:mes 11 0301 and 0 newspapers, ,13, Theref'ore 0 
on the basis of the index of ef'fecti veness, other Persons had more 
6Charles R, Wright 0 °0Sooiology of the Audience," Mass Comm.unica-
, tions (New York 0 1959) 0 p, 61, -
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impact on the resporrlent, in proportion to the exposure, than did any 
of the mass media. 
TABLE XVII 
A COMPARISON OF TEE INDEXES OF EFFECTIVENESS FOR 
OTHER PERSClJS AND THE MAJOR MASS MEDIUM 
COMPUTED FROM THE PURCHASE OF 
THREE DESIGNATED PRODUCTS 
Composite Aqua Net Winston Hosiery 
Medium Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage 
Other Persons .65 .75 .50 .64 
Television ,53 .oo ,67 .67 
Radio .oo ,00 ,00 .oo 
Magazines ,30 .25 ,20 .oo 
Newspapers ,13 ,oo ,00 ,50 
Respondents who said they had not heard aeyone talk about the 
product, but knew of relatives or friends who used the product, were 
considered exposed to the product by other Persons. Every Aqua Net 
respondent and . most of_ the respondents of Winston and ho.siery who 
haa,:rd s~meone talk about the product named that person as b~ing the. 
most influential factor in his decision to purchase, This would have 
been an index of effectiveness of nearly l,00, However, the respond-
ents who knew of relatives or frierrls who used the product, but said 
they did not hear anyone talk about it, were added to the total 
exposure gro'UP. 
The medium. of other Persons rece,ived an index of effectiveness of 
.75 with Aqua Net respondents. The onl;v other medium. receiving menticn 
was Magazines, with an index of effectiveness of ,25, Television and 
Newspapers had some exposure, as noted in the response to Question 
No. 7, but none of the respon:ients cited either medium as being the 
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,most influential. Indexes of effectiveness were not computed for 
point-of-purchase and other reasons for purchases, These reasons were 
not a direct objective of the study, 
. Television received an i:rxlex of effectiveness of .67 with Winston 
respondents as compared to .50 for other Persons, Television exposure 
was considera.bzy greater than any of the other media, including other 
Persons. Magazines received ari. index of effectiveness of ,20, News .. 
papers were a medium of exposure 0 but were not considered most 
influential by.any of the respondents, 
other Persal.s gave more exposure to hosiery respondents than did 
arw mass medium. However0 the index of effectiveness for Television 
was .67 compared to .64 for another person, This high index of 
effectiveness for Television may have been due to the small amount of 
exposure by TV. Newspapers revealed a relativezy high index of .50 0 





SUMMARY AND CCNCLUSIONS 
Do interpersonal influences play a major role in a person's 
decision to b'lzy' a certain product? 
This was the research question this study was based upon. The 
general objective of the study, as stated on page 2, was to establish 
the extent that consumers were aware of being influenced by interper-
sonal contact and by mass ad.vertising, The more specific objective 
was to determine whether people who buy a. certain product talk to 
other people about it, Also, it was to be determined. whether the 
item was an impulse purchase or whether the consumer had mad.e his 
decision to buy before entering the store, How the person first 
became aware of the product was also of interest. Finally, the 
survey tried to determine what media channel the respondent perceived 
as the most influential in his decision to b'lzy' the product. 
Summary 
This chart review of the objectives of the study and a concise 
recollection of the literature and research findings is necessary to 
bring the complete study into perspective. It will be beneficial to 
review briefly and summarize what has been discussed. 
\" In the review of the literature, one will recall that personal 
\ 




past 20 years. Prior to the 1940°s, the assumption existed that the 
mass media were all-powerful and all-influential. However, pioneering 
research produced evidence that the media wer~ not as influential as 
many people had thought. 
During the 1950's 9 signi'ficant studies began to add credence to 
the theory that personal influence was an important motivating factor 
in purchase decisions. 
Besides the review of past research on interpersonal relations and 
the development of a body of theory on motivation variables of pur-
chase decisions D discussion was centered arouni the questionnaire 
findings of this research. 
The respondent was asked whether he had made his purchase 
decision prior to entering the store, whether be had used the product 
before, whether he knew someone who used it, who these persons were, 
and whether he was satisfied or dissatisfied with his previous brand, 
In additiong he was asked to recall the origin of awareness to the 
product, to designate the types of persons he had talked with about 
the product O to designate the tyr,es of persons he had talked with 
about the product, and to list the mass advertising medium from which 
he had learned about the product. Finally, he was asked to determine 
what he perceived to be the most important influence in his decision 
to purchase the product. 
TableXVII[ provides a concise sunnnary of the more significant 
findings of the questionnaire survey and makes a c:mparison of these 
results much easiero 
TABLE XVIII 
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS TO EACH SURVEY rrEM=--
IN TEE COMPOSITE AND BY EACH PRODUCT 
Composite Aqua Net 
Survey Items Percentage Percentage 
Intended to Purchase Product When Entered Store 74.4 84.6 
Did ''Not' Intend to Purchase Product When Entered. Store 23.2 7.7 
Had Used Product Before 83,? 100.0 
Had Not Used Product Before 13.9 o.o 
Knew Someone Who Used Product 83.7 100.0 
Did Not Know Anyone 1.Jho Used Product 16.3 o.o 
Knew Relatives Who Used Product 58.l 92.3 
Knew Neighbors Who Used Product 2.5.0 38,5 
Knew Friends Who Used Product .53.5 53,8 
Was Satisfied With Previous Brand 34.9 1.5.4 
Was Not Satisfied With Previous Brand 6.5.1 84.6 
Origin of Awareness was other Persons 28.6 31.0 
Origin of Awareness was Point-of-Purchase/Jinpulse 51,0 .53.2 
Origin of Awareness was Mass Media Advertising 10.2 7.8 
























































TABLE XVIII (continued) 
Composite 
Survey Items Percentage 
Heard Someone Talk About Product 48,8 
Had Not Heard Anycm.e Talk About Product 51.2 
Heard Friends Talk About Product 47.5 
Heard Relatives Talk About Product 38,1 
Named Radio as Source of Information About Product ]2,8 
Named Television as SoUt"ce of Infomration Abrut Product 33,3 
Named Newspapers as Source of Information About Product 20,5 
Named Magazines as Source of Information About P.roduct 28.2 
Determined '.'Pelevision to be YJOst Influential Medium 17,4 
Determined other Persons to be Most Influential M:di.um 45,7 
Determined Magazines to be Most · In.fl uential Medi lllll 4.3 
Determined Newspapers to be Most I.nfluentia1 Medium 2.2 
Aqua. Net Winston 
Percentage Percentage 






























Note that a. high 74.4 per cent of the respondents for the three 
designated productis: did intend to purchase the product when they 
entered the store. This was compared to 23.2 per cent of the total 
respondents who had not made a. purohase decision on a.ey pf the three 
products before entering the store, Hair spray respondents who did 
intend to purchase Aqua. Net were in the majority. Eight-four and six-
t.e:nths per cent of the .Aqua Net consumers intended t..o buy that brand. 
Only 7. 7 per cent 1ndica.ted that they h.a.d not intended to buy Aqua 
Net when they entered the store. 
The i::,eroentage of cigarette respondents who intended to bey 
'\rJinstons was comparable to the high percentage of Aqua Net respord-
ents with the prior in.tent to purchase. Eighty-one and eigh:t.-tent.hs 
when they entered the store. This group com.pa.red to 18a2 per cent 
of the respondents who had not intended to buy the cigarettes. 
intended to purchase the stockings was not as high as the percentage 
of Aqua Net and Winston respondents who intended to purchal:le the 
prooucrt,. Tb.i.l-1,y-:adx and eight-tenths per cent of hosierJ consU!l1e2•s 
d:id not fa tend to rrJ.ake the purchase before entering the s"tor,;;;. 




16.3 per cent said they did not. Again, 100 per oent of the Aqua Net 
and Winston respondents agreed by saying they knew someone who used 
the product. Hosier,v respordents were not in complete agreement~ as 
63.2 per cent indicated that they knew someone who used the product, 
while 36.8 per cent indicated that they did not. 
Three categories were used to classify the types of persons who 
used the products: Relatives, Neighbors, and Friends. 
Relatives included such persons as mothers, sisters, and a:rzy-
other family me.m.bers. Neighbors included only those persons who 
respondents classified as such. Friends inoluded fellow workers and 
aey other similar acquaintances. 
In the cc:mposite, 58.l per cent of the respondents said they. 
knew Relatives who used the productB 2.5 per cent said Neighbors 
ueed :il.t,s a.nd 0 53,5 per cent said Friends. 
Ninety-two and three-tenths per cent of the Aqua Net respond-
ents said Relatives used the hair spray. Thirty-eight and five-tErrl:hs 
per cent of the hair spray respondents said they knew Neighbors who 
used the product, and 53.8 per cent said they had Friends who used 
it. 
Slightly over one-half--54.5 per cent--of the Winsta1 respo:rxi-
ents said they had Relatives who smoked Winstons. Twenty ... seven and 
three-tenths per cent said they had Neighbors who smoked the brand. 
Friends were said to be Winston smokers by 90.9 per cent of the 
Winstl!.:>n respondents. Am.m.g hosier.1 respondents 0 36.8 par cent ea.id 
they had Rel1.tives who WijJ:!.."'61 Fruit or 'th.a Loom sto©kings. Five and 
three-tenths per ~ent said they had Neighbors who wore Fruit of the 
Loo:m hosiery 0 and. 31.6 per cent of the respondents said they had 
Friends who wore them. 
P.revious Produ9t Satisfaotion 
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Thirty-four and nine-tenths per cent of the composite column of 
respor.dents said they were satisfied with their previous brand. 
Sixty-five and one-tenth ~r cent were noto This dissatisfaction 
was primarily with a :previous hair sprl!cy' or cigarette. 
Eighty-four and six:=tenths per cent of Aqua Net cons'Wllers were 
dissatisfied 9 while only 15.4 per cent were satisfied when they 
first tried Aqua. Net. Among Winston smokers, 81.8 per cent were 
dissa.tisfied 9 and 18.2 per oertt were satisfied. Ik,$ie:ey was the 
only one ©f the tr.ree pr.r.:iduct.ai in which more respQ')nde:n:t$ had been 
sat,isf'ied than diss1.tisfied. Fifty-seven and nine.-.'tenthi51 per oent0 
were satisfied as compared to 42.1 per cent who were diss~tisfied. 
The origin of awareness of the three products was broke~ down 
and grouped ir.rto fbu.r> categorie$la other Persons 0 Point=of=Purohase/ 
Impulse, Mass Media Adverti.ising 9 and Contwsed or Noruz'Els~nse. 
'I'he Other Persons ca:tegoey included rehtives O neighbors O 
f:rle:nds O and any otJ:1e r p$l"s©ns who :may haw :ritially :inf'Ol':1t\OO the 
respondent aboo.t th.a pu..'J\"l(jlhaeied px,oduroit. The Pcc:int=~f ... m~hase/ 
Impulse @a.teg©X'Y iri~lud.sd all l.(}f the l'El!Spo..1'].de:nts woo said t,lb.ey were 
in.itiuly' exposed t© t,h.~ prod1U:cit when they s&w it in -the stO?>e. 
1\/Je\ss Medfa. Advmrtising inc:1.uded exposu:re to the p:r·odu.ct via televis= 
ion9 :rad;iJ, 9 new:s:papel""f1 0 magaz;ines u and other media which the 
:respcmdent may have designa:ted. Nonresponse or Confused answers 
included tt c115a per.sons who, did not specifically answer the question 
and tht)se who did n.ot ai~«swer· a:t all. Typical of the Confused answerD 
the resp:cnrlent would list reasons he preferred the brand. 
Twenty-eight and six-tenths per cent of the combined respondents 
said their origin of awareness was Other Persons. Fifty=one per cent 
said they initially lear1aed about the product from Point of-Pu:NJ:hase 9 
and 10o2 per cent said Mass Media. Advert,ising was the origin of 
awareness. Ten and two·~tenths per cent was Confused or N91u•esp:mse. 
Among Aqua Net consumers, Jl per cent said other Pe:rsoos was the 
origin of awareness a 53 • 2 per. can't :siaid Poin.t,=of-P1lrol'.113,s.e 3 e,nd O 7. 8 
pei!' ((;)i::ln't. 15L$ted Masi~ Med.:ia Adver·ti:si:ng o 
Thirtyu•sd.x am four=t(Em.ths per cerrt of Winstlon respondents said 
that Other Persons was the liil:-:igin of awa:r.·eness 0 while 9.1 per cent 
the c:iga.:ret:tes. Nin,~ mad trri.e1=te1r:1th pe!" cent also .si,'1:,t:Jtibuted Mass 
Med:i.g, Ad:1re:rti.s::ing !11\S 'th(::i c:r1.gin of si,wgi:i:•eness. Un.foirtlmatieily 9 a rdgh 
L~.5. 5 p11:1:r ©ant of W:i1.1.sti::n1 l"l:\1~p(:i11:dents fell. int:,o the Ciexnf-used ox0 
Tw1~nty=is,:n.e p6ll'." .c:::int ,01f t.h9 Fri:d:lc. evf 'the It:1,:im. ~EH':!po:nd,:;mt.s ss:td 
that Oth,"'i:r P~<!C"i!i(J1ni~ inf'l\".1ll'."msd t.h1s:1.1i ilbb,:mt; the1 h~.,s:i,s11".'Y'. Sei·1n':l11t~v1~th:ree 
and sev,:11:n=t.enths pi'li!" (~e11:t 1,1! the :tt'·e.,partd\?>:n:ts r:Uid .. d 'th15,y .f:lr~t Lsie.i.rnad 
of the s'tof,ikirigs ~t P©d.xr!:,=,)f=Parcih1.se. The, reroai1ing .5 •. 3 pe1:J1" c,eint 
of hict:e::ieey buyelt.'~ llij$d .. d ~.aHs M:,:;dia Adve1:r.1!:;i.dx1g Wl!ll,:s t.he, o~ig:i:r;i of 
awa:re:ness. 
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Among Aqua Net pu:rc1ha.se:rs 0 61.,5 per oerrt said they heard someone 
talk about the hair spray 0 but, 38.5 per cent said they had noto 
Slightly more WJ111Stm :i:iespondents=-54·.5 per cent said they heard 
som.eon.o tall<: about Winst1:,ns ·t,han said they hool n.ot==4.5 o 5 per cent. 
Hosiery :r.espondents 0 unlike th¥., other twia, prooucts, had a larger 
psr0st:1en:t.sge of pers(C)ns who had no·t hea,rd anyone talk about the stook:ing:'). 
1'rhi:rty=six and eight=tenths per cent of the respondents said they had 
heard someone talk abou:t. it~ while 63.2 per cent said they had not. 
The t·l~s~ifii;:;at.:i.,1.1:1 ((f' 't:b.es:,~ pe©ple whlt:i he.d t,ll1lked abe,ut the 
pur1:.ihased pl''i:rd.·!:1.1cit:.si wsu:c: d.Jril:k:l.Ed i:r/.,,, t'r11t1, ir1:,1l!,'tt':lgw•:J."'l1:-:,s 2 F1,1ends a:nd 
Relatives. Friends inclined all persons ot:.h~ll'.' than family mam.bers 
ri.,M1.ed Friends as: h&1:-fo.g :::.1BLlkad a.b.01ut the p1",'.iid!.u10t 0 while 28.6 per cent 
n~m.oo Relatives • 
8'? 
1C11:ill'll'1Tey(l~,r'!!:i of i:r1fo?'rrwi.t.im1. SI.boot a p:r'OOU(;lt. 0 should not be eonfused with 
the fif''th qu.estion 0 wrd.rc~h deaLs wit:b. tha ©>t'igil:ll. tf.if ~waren1c;J1':J:s. 11his 
quie:a:'ti:lt\'.Jin &~ked fi"oir,1 whi@h media did the r 1espc-J:'.rl.e?.t lear·11 .s.bo1\xt the 
produ,crl:,. I:t do-es ri.«;;;t, :tfe11~:S1ssa:r-iJ.y mean f'rom whi©h th(f)Y' f:i:J:'.'.'Sot lee,rwed 
a brc.rut, t,he pr·oou.<eit • 
Major advert:ising media were classified into four categories: 
Radio O Telev:isi(,n O Newsp£a.pt7il'Sp and M,.,.gaz:ines. 
res pondeiinif:;is nlit:rri,1ad .HQ.dill ti.rs: & srJ!~l!t.'t::H:, rif p:t'10tl'i!lcl't:. in:f'or.1r~:t.1 .. ,:i:''.,, p, :3 3 • 3 per 
c:ent ~ited '.Pe1.ervis:i1oi:n3 20 • .5 per c:r~n.t na.m,s,,;i New~:p!ii,pex·s3 ru1d, ~?8.2 per· 
Rad.io 'w<'fi!,S a t'.lliCrt!r•<C;,Sl 1of i:nft,:trilQt,:li..('.l)lllJ. abi::nr~; t.tl!"' Cd.gei,:t'E:J'f::t.,t, 8 J'r,1 05 pi::,;t> {1.s1:r.'1:t 
s:~id 'l~l;i)lesv·i.s:i·tii:tt 8 1.6. '7 pi!';;1lJ:' C;en f:;, J:1.t.m.rrJ1:id. NteMSl:pitipE:ll',1:; 8 a:ad O 2 (),. 8 pe1l!" ¢,i.,n"t, 
S'9,id I~g~~:bte~ • 
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'l'elevisio.n. Forty-five and se·ve11-tenths per cen't of the respc;ndents 
Other Pe:r.0stt1. was c:1.ted by 60 per cent of the Aqua Net ::respond= 
ents as being most ::tnf'l uential. Maga.zines-=whioh were named by 6. 7 
Art,:-i:t> (l)Ompilir.1g all ~f this ir..fdl."'t.t1ation 0 one :might ask o.f what 
benefit iai i''i. Of what us~ is tbi~ mass of statistics to be 
employed.? 
A pri:mary t]ont,ribut,ion of this explo:rat10iey ree.ea.rc.h is to a.id t.he 
mar-ke1ting proceeisea: in speeding up the demand for produats--to aid 
in the development of an effective and economical advertising 
strategy. 
A profile of the typical purc:b.ase:r of the total respondents in 
this study 0 of Aqua. Net 0 Winston, and of Fruit of the Loom hosiery 
ie; 'the fir5!t st,:9p in pliE!.:r,x1d::1g such a stri.tegy. Ft"Oll'l the inf ©r:mation 
a,railabl·1li in "the et/1\,li.dy' 0 the f oll~g profil,es rep:ireserr!::. uut,ypic:al 00 
puro.hase;r,s 9 insofar as they could be determined within the limits of 
'the study. 
T.he t,rpil(Zlal purt,tM!tSier 11:t: t.he three p:r'IJld:~:i,~t~ dis,siign1m:i':,,!'Jd in this 
study ent.e:IC'\:id t.he ~rt~©.·re with the intention of purcl1aisi:rig @rte of the 
tm'aiS prooui'l:'t,~. 
For t,he m©iSt J>u·t 0 he fir1$"t, beciai'i'JJ.~ aware of' the proou~t at 
P(Qlin'ft:, ... o:f' .. fu:r.~iha1e. Th.s fi?'~·t puir·~hae1e was wn mpule;,,. On ©!Cloaaion, 
he bF.l@i..'tl'lEl awa.l!"e of' th~ pir1ool.ul!:'.rt f'l"<am. Othe!" Per1SJ1e»n$. Only a few had 
be,~1~e s,war-;1 ©if t.he pit.•I.Qldue;;rt t.b.l.""JJi.ll.gh :m11,:a:s mr:1d:i1.et ad·v·erM1.1i.11g o 
The typic:ial pt)l,I'(!;;h.&!!l!li;:1r 1:im learned abc1.1J;, t,h1:fj p.r.·1td'U(Cit (:rj,(l)i'.; Yieoiei!!ll .... 
fl&lb:tily h.il5l :f':1.:r~t, aw~r,S1nr:,1:1~ ()Jf "the pr©dulCl·t) primr:i.ly .f'rmt teliei~1i!!!ion. 
Maga:1d.niei$ and newsps,peirs wers l,:"1ei1S1 i:m.p~:rlant S1';l;U.?'¢.:t51S of inf.o:r,.'l'!ation 
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he "talked w:U,h wa.s: a fr,•ierid a So:met,imes O he talked with r•ela:ti vas o · 
He def':il1:U,ely t,hiaiugh other Pe:reions had been :most inf'lill.ential 
in hi1a1 de11):isiort ·t~ bi:(y' the p·u:rohased product. The o:nly o·ther signi-
f:1crt.ri:t in:f'luen(l11e waei tel.e·vied.01.i o 
A ty:piioia.l. Aqu.1. N,ed::, puroh.ase:r was yo,mg to middJ.e•aged 0 and she 
had o.:t. least, some high sohool eduod,iono She was :ma.r:ried. as often 
a, mc~t O and he:r ~,C1ia1upa:titi1n was ·usuaJ.ly a ho·l'l.sew:1:fe o:r a 1:Jolltge 
often than not. Occupat:i.ons varied a great deal from students, to 
he knew friends who smoked them. Hwever 0 





She cme into the store O in most, ~ases, with the intention of bey= 
i11g Fruit of the w001 stookings. More t:lnl.es than not O she 111.d worn 
the hosiery bef'ore 9 and she knew other women who wore them. Mostly 0 
she knew relatives and fi•iends who wore them. 
Before learning about Fruit of the Loom at the Point~of-Purchase 
and t:reying thexl'!. 9 she had been f'ai.rly wall satisfied with her present 
brand. !n most oases O she had not heard anyone talk about the hosiery9 
but those she had talked with about t,he st.ookin.gs were· her friends. 
Aside from finding ©ut about the hosiery at the Point ... ot-Pu:rehasep 
primarily O she had lea:r·:ned about the brand from television and news-
papers. 
She thought other Par~ons were the most influential medium of 
istics and motiva;til'.:'lnei of' the pu:rehasars of the designtel.tad produ.cts. 
They represent the typici:s..l purchaser as ooncl..uded t:rrom t,he & uthor' s 
fi:ndingso 









terp,;reciuil. r~lations definitely pls;y a major role in tbs pu:rohaiie 
/
/ of the th11•ee p:t'\oo.uic:t,~ dil!il©u.ssed. in t.hit!i ertudy o Their role ro,:f infl:u= 
iei:.1<,'.Jl® is aC1Jk:nowledgiad by the consumer and is evident in the anazy·sis 
I The use of' different types of producrts revealed thl.~ varying degrees Some types of pro ... 
I 
/ duc'te tended to be more susceptible to pars onal influenoe than other 
,r. 
'1:,ypeso 
The f':1:r•i!!'t of fou:r quet!!'tiit1.ms in t.he objective 1.aikeds "kl.~!~ 
i.t~ !..l.1 imm,,:~,~.!. E\!r'Jll?,&§J,!. .2!. ha,,d ~ o-q.J:11tomer ~ his, decisiJ>.n before 
e:r1~1·d\r.1.g !·h~ ,!j;,,gr~ 1 In xrJ.ost oases g the consumer had mail.a his deci:ision 
to purchase a pa.rt.iioro.la.r brand of' produot before he entered the store-
Tl.'ll.iis bro~nd p:r.•E:d'e:'!!0,ai1,·i11e, was Xl'.lUilj:h ert:rongl:!l:r w:U;.h .Aq,a. .Net. &1.d Wil:'l,!i!lt1cr1 
Th~IJi se\OJond quell!rM.or). &ii!lked.0 °1.Hm! ~ :t!lt ~r;fqJ~ ~.![ ,J;;!,f:£!! 
!.;~~£~ ~!.. ,:er.'11.'»6);1.)L:{l!~.1 { H~ilri.t""'i~i:l~' ... PuNhi.l!le w1&e the r.i1:r:!gin cif 11.w&ri!lr~ess i:i,:f 
a :m1,,jii:il".l1.tJ,'· ifJ!' :r~l!!!pt')ili'.1d.,::11.t'.:;!J o J\.q'Ua Niiait~ &n.d. F'ratt ll."iit ·tillle! Lc,\\'l!m ,CJotl,8:l'mT.li!:1:it.·~ 
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lcruet::,tion. Pe,ople did 't:,&lk to ~ther pe(Qlple about the pr~~duct Md in a 
( mjc:rity of the c;,91,ses O they talked tiO their :friends. Wi.~s'ton and 
'
I.I 
ho$liery respondents talked with their f:r1end$ 9 while Aqua Net. cai.suraers i 
! 
talked with relatives. 
the ~ w_porta:r!.t i,n:('luance in. h~s de~ .. i,~~ to ~ ~ ~~?iv. 
\ Very definitely~ the respondents thought other persons were the most 
\ important, :u1tlu.ance i.n their purCJhase der{]isiono 
~~;:;hi.p mid list.a:ne:rsl::d.p stlt'veys O whi~h have beel'l. ~:ondu.cted 
This exposn:ire was also revealed in oi0mputi:ng the index of effective-
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on page 8. It is suggested that researchers &1d marketers re©~nsider 
the tremendous ex:pense which they incur in conducting media readership 
and listenership surveys. They should begin serious resea:k"C!lh of pur-
disciW!lsed by Katz and Lazarsfeld needs much more :investiga.t,1on. In 
the realm of in·terpereional rela:t.ioi'ls lie the answers to :many :marketing 
and :m.er-cl'i.an:lis:mg questions of' :m.o·tivation, 
J.f mercih.andisers a.re t.o continue speeding up the de:i:nand for pro-
du©ts 0 they must take a second look at interpersonal relations. They 
are going to have to conduct new research aimed at finding out what 
types of persons a:re these friends and other influential people who 
have been cited as primary influences so many times b.v respondents in 
this research. 
exploratory researoh in the field of interpersonal relatitm!i O as 
determinants of purchases of small, staple consumer itemso The 
of t.he Decatur studies O repo:rted b.Y' Ka:tz .Q:nd Laza.rsfeld o They 
suppox•t the gen1,ral ooncensu.s of literature on personal relations 
business--which is c~noerned wi;l:.h 111t1r1s econ.:ri.rdrc:al ua:e of budget,ed 
f,mds=-<eia:nn.o't go far beyo:r).d th.•::i f om:u.la:i::.i,0::1 oif pri::ifi.lei:i (page 89 ) 0 
suggested. that an©t,her st-u.d;y' be oo:nducrt.ed tio del:11\1:1 :ixi:!:,o the 
('.:Mracd:,enstiil'.:ls and ::tda.1+..:it~eif · (Q);f the f'i:deri.ds O rela t:i ves O &nd othe:ir 
'the pu.!"chaser and the :most importStrrt medium of influence=-whie:h turned. 
It would be beneficial for future work to investigate what sooial 
types these persom(l!I we:re 0 wb.at their demog:raph:i.c likenesses were 0 
whethe:t" they were infl:uenti.al :tn other aspects of deoision-:ma.king O 
and a v·arlety of other infor:rrJ.Qtio:n whiir.;;h would better identify these 
00influ.ent1als 00 and the:ir comr11on.alit:ies t 
. 
This further research should at.tempt to develop and expand the 
e:x:runple O 1m~,t .are their beha:vioral patterns with rega:rds to the 
smlillll. 
would expose ad:ve:r0tising messages to the most t:riflu.ant:is.1 t;y--pes of 
9"1 . I 
O!pinio11.. It is srt:r©ngly :recommended that the focused interview be used 
had been possible. 
Some of ·the item.s on the questionnaire may have been ambiguous 
to soma respondents. For· exru11ple O the question. 9 °0Did you learn about 
the product from any of the following media?", may have been interpreted 
to mean 0 ' 0Did you first learn a.bout the product from any of the follow= 
ing media?'', In f'ait:rt 0 the question was probing sources of 1nforma.tion 9 
and was not concerned with the origin of awareness. Such misint.erpre-
tation 9 if it occurred, fortunately, could not alter t.he over-all 
findings of the study. 
Another fault of this p!ll.rt,icrula:.r. questionnaire wa.is the :insertion 
p:rq'.!lbable and the possibility of wri te""in answers would have been 
study. 
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An.ot,her suggest,icr.n would be to approach the cover letter (in c:ase 
a questionnaire we:ri"e used) differently. The cover letter atta~hed to 
this study0 s questionnaire explained that the survey was to improve 
the store's seleotion of products and customer ser-vio•-( Perhaps a 
more acc"!l.:!:"ate explanation stating that the survey is research being 
conduoted by a student for an advanced degree would produce a more 
desirable return, 
Another recom:a1endatii0n to future researchers in a :similar situ.a-
tion would be to conduct the research in more than one store. This 
researoher was in a unique situation as 1na:nager of the, store in which 
·the rssea.roh was oonduot.ed. It would not have been appropl"ia.te to 
ask competing businesses to assist in research that would seemingly 
only ll-:id 'U:tt:iir ~o.'13.petit,ilC.lna 
The idi1::ta of m:J:1.ng a v,m:r~ti!:'J"!zy" o:t pr,-xl. uo t.lS was goi:d.. Fij.'~,ttr.e 
inveeirtiga'ticm ~,f "bhis type v.\1atild p:roba.bl,v berief'j;t ~,. ic10:1:•1Slas:ing the 
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APPENDIX A 
Dear Customert 
Would you please fill out and return the attached store improvement 
questionnaire in the stamped'envelope provided?' 
You can benefit along with Shopper's Town by providing this informa-
tion to us o It will help enable us to better serve you and the 
commu~ty by increasing the selection of quality p;t"oducts. 




S-HOPPER u S TClrJN 
Produ~t Survey for the Improvement 
of Selection and Service 
Would you please answer the following questions 
about the product you have purchased and return 
them in the acoompaeying envelope? 
--102 
Product Name 
Your Age 1 _ Sex ?_.._..Mari t,al Status ?_.._..Race ? __ Occupation? __ _ 
Education?~------------~--~-~~--~~~~~~~~---~~~--
Did you intend to purchase this product when you came into the store? 
Yes_ No_. 
J.f no 9 wha. t made you decide to buy it? 
Have you e·ver used this product before? Yes_ No_. 
Do you have relatives 0 neighbors 0 or friends who use this product? 
Yes_ No_. 
If' yee 0 what relation are they to you? Mot.her __ Father_Brother,_ 
Sister other Family Me1ub$r_Neighbor~nend __ Fellow Worker_ 
other "'(;peoity)~o 
&fore y(11'a started to ·use this prod:ucrt, wer1e you sat:is.f'ied. or c11e.:ss.tiei-
fied with s:ny of the other brands you were us:1.ng? Satisfied_ 
Dissatisfied~· 
How did y©>u find out about this produo't? 
Is this pe:i:•son a member of an,y cl:ub P c:h·1.1:rroih group0 o:r . c:rga.niZ.t.'tiori tio 
wJ:d .. oh y1;;ru belong? Yeis __ No_o 
Does this person work wi'th y,:n1? Yes __ No. __ o 
Did yo·u l<aa.m abO\l.11.t; 't..he prpd:i:u:l't, .fr1cr.n a:t:"¥" o:f' t,he f,:-il.1.owing :med.:ta? 
Rad:Lo_..:r~_JJ~wspaper_Mag1.1in.e_other (speoi:f'y)_o rt. ·Rl,dio 
or TV O which px-•@grm? If Nwspapa1:r or Magaz:1:nei" wha·t. is :tt.s. na.n11111? 
Sum.ming :i:!:. upp what d.'<'J yoi,:a think was t.he mo,t, influent·,ial fa"t,or in 
YG:iur ~hoi.iaie of' ·thit pr«:1d111tl.llt 'i' Pl.ease oi:r·,~le the one .fr1,m t,he 
J,;bt, beiJ..ows 
Cl.) TV (2) Radio · (:3) otJher Persion.s ( 4) Me.guiii::ie (5) Newspaper 
(6) otheir (epe~'ll:l:f'y) __ o 
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